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In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

Annual General Meeting of the General Assembly
2011 Secretary General’s Address

Respected Chair, distinguished guests, sisters and brothers Assalamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah.

1.

Introduction
th

A year ago, as MCB concluded its 13 year of serving
the community and working for the common good, I
was entrusted with the responsibility and honour of
being the fourth Secretary General. In my
predecessors, I had incredibly hard but inspiring acts
to follow.

Challenges and uncertainties facing our community
and country filled me with some trepidation, but I
drew confidence from faith in the Mercy of Allah and
in the opportunities such times provide for building
new futures. I drew comfort from the fact that, let
alone an ordinary man like me, even Prophets faced
their task with a great deal of consternation. I felt
strengthened by the election of Dr Shuja Shafi as the
Deputy Secretary General and Harun Rashid Khan as
the Treasurer and I was supported by the members of
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the Central Working Committee and MCB’s many
other dedicated volunteers. I was inspired by our
struggles, achievements and our vision of empowering
the Muslim community to contribute towards
achieving a cohesive, just and successful British
society.
I began the year with some clear priorities which I
shared in my acceptance speech. I saw this term as an
opportunity to build on the good work of the past by
expanding our base, to connect and engage with our
grassroots and communities; old and new, to provide
real voice to real people, to increase participation of
women and young people, to build our capacity, to
strengthen our alliance with civil society and to
undertake a comprehensive review of our structure
and processes. The year began slowly but then, as
always, passed suddenly. We began some important
initiatives in the areas identified but much of the work
remains to be done.

community, stigmatising some powerful community
voices such as FOSIS and, rather than pragmatic
considerations about strategic interest of
engagement, it talks more about disengagement with
the community. There has been no engagement with
the largest Muslim umbrella organisation, the MCB.
So much for real democracy and big society. Alas, our
democratically elected government is talking to
Muslims, not with Muslims.

I took office one month into the new era of the
coalition government and the political landscape has
since changed. Last week, the review of PREVENT was
finally announced - five months late, yet as
fundamentally flawed as before. The new, revamped
PREVENT is filled with negativity towards the Muslim

However, in my report to you today, I hope to present
an overview of the current debate and our efforts
during the past year to enable and empower our
community and to build a peaceful and prosperous
Britain. I would also like to highlight some of our plans
for the next year.

Amidst this new tone from the new government, the
media caricature of the Muslim community, far right
marches against mosques and desecration of graves
continue. With this and the fact that Asian people are
42 times more likely to be stopped under anti-terror
law, many more young Muslims are being alienated,
becoming cynical and disillusioned. The
disproportionate impact of economic hardship is also
likely to exacerbate the situation.

British Muslims: focus of multiculturalism and
extremism debate
2.

Our community has come a long way since the MCB
was formed in 1997. We are a young, diverse,
growing, vibrant and a truly multicultural and multiethnic community. Our community includes multiple
generations of immigrants, as well as many reverts,
and is joined by the bond of faith and values of
equality, justice, peace and service.
Everyday we see new inspiring initiatives being
launched at the grassroots, highlighting the spirit to
engage, serve, contribute and progress. In spite of
many arriving only in the last few decades, and
despite many obstacles from poverty and
disadvantage to Islamophobia and racism, Muslims
are moving forward. We see Muslims making their
mark in every walk of life, from politics and
government to business, media and charity.
There are many role models. Let me pay tribute to
two such figures who sadly passed away this year.
First, Nawazish Bokhari OBE, a founding
pioneer of MCB and the first Muslim head teacher in
the UK, who was awarded honorary fellowship by the

Royal College of Teachers. Second, Yunus Sacranie,
who was a great supporter of MCB, a dedicated
community worker and a businessman. May Allah
have mercy on their souls and grant them a high place
in Jannah. There are many others, who arrived in this
country with little and struggled hard to make a
positive difference. They integrated by remaining loyal
to their faith and upholding the best of British values.
They are the success stories of our multicultural
society.
Early this year, within a space of six weeks, we had the
privilege of three speeches from the top leaders of
the coalition on the important issues of
multiculturalism, Islamophobia, extremism,
radicalisation and distinctions between devout and
extremist Muslims. They were confusing, differing and
raised more questions than answered.
We welcomed Baroness Warsi’s highlighting of the
rising current of Islamophobia. The hostile media
reaction to her assertion and the subsequent and
shameful lack of support for the Muslim Co-Chairman
5
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from her own party only reinforced her point. AntiMuslim hatred affects many on a daily basis and is
likely to radicalise Muslim youth more than any other
ideology.
The theme of our Muslim Leadership Dinner in March
was ‘Media and Islamophobia’, chosen due to the
media’s power today to demean and demonise
Muslims.

Speaking at the event, Peter Oborne, Political Editor
of the Daily Telegraph stressed, “It is our duty as
journalists to speak up about the British values of
truth, decency and tolerance. However, those values
have been affronted; lies are told about Muslims,
particularly in British newspapers”. He went on to say,
“Fleet Street and the newspapers where I come
from…what the public could do is to try and examine
the language we’re using”. He emphasised the urgent
need for us all to challenge misrepresentations and to
actively welcome positive contributions from across
the media.

Mehdi Hasan, Senior Political Editor of the New
Statesman, spoke too of the disturbing reality of
society being immune to the negative media portrayal
of Muslims and Islam. Criticism of Islam and Muslims
is not the issue but the sensationalist, out of context
demonisation of a faith and frenzy in sections of the
media that leads to intimidation, discrimination and
violence is plainly wrong. MCB is committed to
challenging this.

The Prime Minister’s speech in Munich, on a day
when the extremists from the English Defence League
(EDL) were marching in Luton to sow discord and
hatred, was in many ways rather disappointing. It had
some commendable points, such as the need to speak
out against Islamophobia; to foster a cohesive
national identity based on values of democracy and
equality of all before the law and the importance of all
organisations to subscribe to universal human rights.
However, we found his conclusions on
multiculturalism - at a conference on counterterrorism - disturbing. It is unfortunate that major
debate on cohesion and integration is still conflated
with security and the religion of Islam. This was, after
all, the key objection to the PREVENT programme. The
discussion on our shared values needs to include all of
us. The big society should be about working together
to solve our common challenges; not to further isolate
communities by calling the processes by which they
made progress a failure.
The Muslim community, itself seen as a monolithic
block, is a vastly multicultural community: more
ethnicities, languages, shades and differences of
opinions about faith and politics, varieties of food and
dress etc, can be found within this community than
perhaps the rest of the society. This shows we can be
united despite major differences and not even speak
the same language.
Multiculturalism was, after all, a way to broaden the
definition of Britishness – enriching and preparing
Britain to be a successful global society and economy.
It was to say that one can be British - call Britain their
home, work and contribute to its growth and
prosperity and be loyal to its core values - without
necessarily being white, Christian and ethnically
English.
Multiculturalism was defined by the reforming Home
Secretary, Roy Jenkins, in 1966 as ‘equal opportunity’
accompanied by cultural diversity in an atmosphere of
mutual tolerance. It is a process that has evolved
through the efforts of the grass roots, a hard earned
outcome of a long struggle against racism and
inequality. The MCB upholds the idea of positive
integration, as opposed to forced assimilation, and
believes multiculturalism is key in helping achieve this
through celebrating the diversity and vibrancy of our
communities and what each can contribute to society.
Anti-racism legislations, such as RRA 1976, were
significant steps in removing the worst injustices in
employment and the housing sector. Similarly, MCB’s
own campaigns – which include lobbying for an antireligious discrimination law, for multi-faith Chaplaincy
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with the Department of Health and for the Ministry of
Defence’s rules on uniform to allow minority faith
servicemen and women to participate - are all part of
what I would call multiculturalism, and has itself been
an ongoing, unfolding movement. It is a process that
has evolved through the efforts of the grass roots and
clear demonstration of needs. We will continue to
campaign to achieve equal treatment and rights for
people of different cultures and faiths, based on equal
obligations and demands, under the rule of law. Not
for any special privileges.
It is not a piece of cloth on someone’s head or face,
shape or colour of someone’s dress, a harmless
concrete pillar on a religious building or even not
speaking a common language that creates alienation.
Let us remember that the Jewish community in
Germany was one of the most assimilated
communities and let us also consider the example of
Bosnian Muslims. It is the narrative that tries to
categorise citizens into devout and practising, violent
and non-violent extremist, integrated and nonintegrated, loyal and disloyal, that divides and
alienates.
The Prime Minister’s attempt to categorise Muslims
based on their political views indicates that the
government is subscribing to a strategy that endorses
a populist and misplaced notion that young men
finding terrorism appealing are influenced initially by
what some have called 'non-violent extremists' and
that they then take those radical beliefs to the next
level – a so-called conveyor belt of radicalisation,
which has no sociological basis whatsoever. It evokes
the idea that violent extremism is the expected ‘next
level’ of certain, ill-defined beliefs. No serious
academic study to date has been able to underpin or
corroborate this myth. On the contrary, research on
terrorism by Professor Robert Pape, at the University
of Chicago, rejects any such link.
Billed as a ‘re-think’, the latest strategy extends the
purview of anti-terror work to groups who are doing
nothing wrong and are not advocating that others
do. Some groups may hold views that some in the
government may find unpleasant but, by the very
nature of a free society, disliking what they believe is
no basis for claiming they deserve to be legislated
against. Indeed, previous government moves to ban
groups of this nature have failed precisely because
definitions of what constitutes ‘extremist ideology’
are so broad as to be legally unworkable.
Despite strident opposition from members of the
Cabinet and well-informed counter-terrorism officials,
it appears that the naysayers have got their way in

this latest PREVENT strategy. We believe that such an
approach, far from encouraging integration, will
instead draw arbitrary lines between ‘acceptable’ and
‘unacceptable’ groups, forcing more and more
Muslims to consider themselves different, set apart
and unwanted.
Overall, the government is subscribing to the
narrative that places security as the only
consideration on the agenda. It contains the implicit
assumption that Muslims are less able to function in
an open democracy than other people, are more
susceptible to totalitarian impulses and are more
open to be incited to violence.
In the Middle East this narrative has been shown to be
unsupportable. Across the Arab world, millions of
Muslims are showing that they want the same thing
as everyone else. The Arab Spring is a call for open,
democratic society in which all citizens have a stake,
where genders are equal and where power is not
concentrated in the hands of a small number of elite.
Muslims have shown they are eager to embrace the
chaos and creativity of civil society and today, millions
are queuing up to vote in Turkey - a successful, large
Muslim country in Europe.
Why then, as the myth of Muslim separatism is being
debunked before their eyes, is this government
committing itself to a strategy of division? When Arab
Muslims can so resoundingly endorse the principles of
free society after decades of dictatorship, is there any
reason to think that British Muslims are any different?
To think that those who have had the benefit of living
in our prosperous and open democracy hold views
irreconcilably at odds with it? And all this in a British
context where Muslims have a high participation rate
in the nation's political processes and have a much
higher voter turnout than the national average.
We welcomed, some weeks later, the Deputy Prime
Minister’s nuanced defence of multiculturalism and
his clarity on our common enemy: violent extremism,
of all kinds. He was absolutely right to defend the
right to hold radical views in an open and confident
society, that such views should not be confused with
extremism, and to warn against the corrosive
tendency of the media to confuse the tenets of Islam
with the actions of terrorists. Sadly, he has not
seemed as robust recently as he has been, probably
due to political expediency. In our view, a confident
and open government should engage with all sections
of society, particularly its critical friends. That is what
a truly pluralistic polity and society is all about.
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The MCB’s vision is of a multi-faith, pluralist society
with a conscious policy of recognising that people’s
cultural and faith identities are not merely a private
matter but ones that have public implications. This
vision does not imply cultural separatism – we are
committed to engagement and working for the
common good of all.

3.

I would echo Simon Hughes’s message at our
Leadership Dinner, “Certainly you have been a
community that has been there for others. You have
been here with your families, many for generations
and Britain is richer for it. You should not be fearful of
the past, work with the present and be optimistic of
the future”.

Practical issues affecting us

The Budget
The existing deprivation, unemployment, below
national average educational achievement, poor
housing and health are all pressing issues for many of
our communities, with the majority living in the most
deprived wards. Runnymede Trust’s research and
policy analyst, Phil Mawhinney, warned that the
measures announced in the Budget will fail to reduce
the longstanding disadvantage, lack of opportunity
and poverty that many minority ethnic communities
experience.
The recession has hit young people extremely hard
and ours is a particularly young community. Almost
half of those graduating last year are still facing
difficulty finding work. We welcome the extra 40,000

apprenticeships and 100,000 new work placements,
but the scrapping of EMA, which supported 88% of
Bangladeshi students stay in education, is likely to
have detrimental effect.
We commend the spirit of enterprise many in our
community have shown. The Budget has saved microbusinesses from some regulation and for small
business owners there is some good news. However,
very little else has been offered to support start-ups
which have very different requirements from small
businesses. An example of this in the Budget is
apprenticeships, which sound good but will be of little
use to micro businesses with no premises or
infrastructure.

Islamophobia
British society is by far and large a welcoming and
peaceful place. Britain refused to follow in the
footsteps of France in banning the niqaab. Damien
Green, Minister of Immigration, ruled out the
possibility of such a ban, saying that banning Muslim
women from covering their faces in public would be at
odds with Britain's 'tolerant and mutually respectful
society.' The Islamophobic attacks, on persons and
properties, are indeed committed by a tiny minority,
but the number of incidents is increasing.
Robust action is necessary and this means we must
have a systematic manner of recording, monitoring
and analysing such attacks. Only a small number of
Police Forces record anti-Muslim hate crimes. Figures
collated from just two Metropolitan Police Forces
indicate 1,200 Anti-Muslim crimes in 2010 as opposed
to 546 Anti-Semitic crimes from all the Police Forces in
the UK. Our concern about the possible abuse of the
stop and search power contained in Schedule 7 of the
Terrorism Act 2000 has also been proved right, as can
be seen from the official figure that people from
ethnic minorities are 42 times more likely to be

targeted. Such figures are bound to raise questions
about ‘ethnic profiling’.
The MCB has pursued the formation of an All Parties
Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Islamophobia. Some
parliamentarians did initiate the group and appointed
iEngage as the secretariat. This led to attacks by the
Jewish chronicle, subsequent resignations, counter
campaigns, new co-chairs etc – yet, little progress.
The whole saga does not instil much confidence and
there does not seem to be any urgency about the
issue. The MCB, together with its partners, will
continue to provide any help or support, as long as
the process is transparent and inclusive.
The MCB’s lobbying campaign was the single most
important influence in making discrimination on the
grounds of religion or belief prohibited through the
Equality Act 2006. I am pleased that Equality Act 2010
is in force now and that public authorities have a
positive duty to ensure that individuals are not
discriminated against on the basis of their religion and
belief. It is important that widespread awareness is
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created within the community about what these new
laws mean and we need to continue to monitor their

implementation

Internationally
Internationally, the Arab Spring has been a profound
and welcomed phenomenon for, not just the Middle
East but, the Muslim world. Whilst many have tried to
attribute an ideology or a theology to the Arab Spring,
in reality this movement represents and unites people
of all political currents, religious sects including Shi’a
and Sunni - such as in Bahrain, and faith communities
- such as in Egypt where Christian Copts and Muslims
stood together.
The MCB strongly believes that Muslims in Britain also
have an important role to play. We must consistently
and regularly demand that the people of the Arab and
Muslim world are allowed their freedom and their
dignity without hindrance. We must assert that
universal human rights are Islamic rights too and
these should be protected and respected. As British
citizens, we must insist that our government is

4.

consistent and forthright in its support for justice, in
being on the right side of freedom.
The continued occupation and suffering of the
Palestinians remains a cruelty that must weigh heavy
on the conscience of the civilised world. It is an
indictment against the powers of the world, their
democracies and their sincerity to peace and justice.
Endless negotiations have led nowhere, only a growth
of illegal settlement activity. The ongoing conflict in
Afghanistan and the worsening security in Pakistan is
also taking its toll on the poor people of these
countries. These conflicts have dangerous
consequences for the UK, with our troops still there.
Instead of military solutions, active and inclusive
dialogue with all parties involved in these conflicts has
to be the way forward.

MCB – summary of activities

The MCB’s work is based on its aims and is mostly carried out by a large number of volunteers of all ages and
backgrounds, men and women. The detailed activities of the projects and committees and initiatives are reported
elsewhere in the report so I will mention only a few here;
x

Strategic Review & Plan: Enabling MCB to be
proactive in its vision and contributions, it
involved extensive consultation internally and
externally through surveys, focus groups and one
to one discussions. We are currently at the stage
of tuning the committees and projects in line
with the overall plan.

spokespersons have participated in numerous TV
/ Radio interviews and our comments quoted by
all major newspapers.
x

MCB Corporate Video: Produced to provide a
current overview and introduction to the work of
MCB. This is available on our website.

x

Constitutional Review: Undertaken to ensure
MCB’s structure and processes are in line with its
purpose, enabling it to be democratic, inclusive,
representative and responsive.

x

Re-Distributing MCB’s ‘Remembering the Brave’
Booklet: This booklet serves to demonstrate`
and celebrate the positive contribution of
Muslims in the Armed Forces.

x

Capacity Building: Projects that are ongoing
are Books for Schools, Footsteps, Leadership
Development Programme and our work with the
Mosques and Imam National Advisory Board
(MINAB).

x

Some of MCB’s affiliates have worked in close
partnership with the devolved governments
in Wales and Scotland – namely the Muslim
Council of Wales and the Muslim Council of
Scotland.

x

Media and Public Affairs: Continuous
engagement with the media, issuing of PR’s and
statements, striving for a more balanced view of
Muslims in the media. The positive impact of this
should not be underestimated. Our

x

MCB’s close relationships with Diplomatic
Missions of Muslim countries in London were
maintained.
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x

x
o

o
o
o

o

5.

MCB successfully held its second Muslim
Leadership Dinner (MLD) at the Marriot
Grosvenor Hotel in March. The focus this year
was ‘Media and Islamophobia’.

o

Committees: Some key activities include;
Business & Economics Committee organised a 56
member delegation to the World Islamic
Economic Forum held in Kazakhstan.
Media & Public Affairs Committee led the
Muslim Vote 2010 Election campaign.
Youth Affairs Committee successfully held the
third Young Muslims Beacon Awards.
Inter Faith Relations Committee published the
‘Celebrating Faith’ booklet and organised an
event at the House of Lords to mark the Inter
Faith Week.
Research and Documentation Committee hosted
a book launch on Islamophobia at the House of
Commons.

o

o

o
o

o

Chaplaincy committee has held several courses
this year.
Food Standards Committee has made a
significant contribution in leading the campaign
of the Standardisation of Halal.
European & International Affairs Committee held
a Roundtable Discussion on the Arab Spring at
the House of Lords.
Representation at national events, including the
Pope’s visit.
Representation at the Olympics Committees,
providing MCB with an opportunity to welcome
and host the Muslim visitors during Ramadan
inshaAllah.
Some committees undertook activities in
response to consultations of government
departments or to call for submissions by Select
committees.

Turning challenges into opportunity

More and more of us are becoming disillusioned with
this home of ours. We are worried about the EDL and
rising Islamophobia, about our children, increasing
marginalisation and discrimination, stop and search,
humiliation at the airport, criminal records, spying we feel as if we are living under mental siege.

placed to be the civilisational and cultural bridge. We
can take the best of both East and West, we speak
many languages, we have global ties, we can travel,
we have access to media, finance and technology. This
is how historically Allah (SWT) has created bridges
leading to understanding and progress.

But, as Muslims, let us remember that it is no accident
of history that we find ourselves here. Allah (SWT)
chose Britain to be our home. It has been a place of
peace, Darul Aman, freedom and prosperity for us.
The schools, the mosques, the halal food, Muslim
businesses, charities, MPs, Lords, Knights, teachers,
doctors, artists and the countless amazing
organisations are proof of that. We have both
responsibilities and we have opportunities. Focussing
on these is our way forward to securing a better
future, here and in the Hereafter.

Lately, the importance or even the need of a
representative voice has being contested in some
quarters. Let us not fall in the trap that we are simply
individual citizens. Of course we are and we have
loyalty and commitment to our country but we are
also a faith community. MCB is the result of extensive
consultation on the need for a platform to shape our
agenda and work on common issues. We are not in
anybody’s pocket and we are not representatives of
any political party or government. We are open to
work with all and represent a wide and broad alliance
of Muslim organisations from all backgrounds. In that
lies our real strength and achieving our potential as a
community.

MCB is not about reacting to temporary events and
knee-jerk policies. It is about patiently building
meaningful bridges because what we are facing is
ignorance, mistrust and exploitation of the situation
by certain elements for their own self interest.
Development of Muslim communities in Europe over
the last half a century is an amazing phenomenon. We
are a rich and diverse community, a young
community, and have huge potential to lead. We are
ideally

MCB’s work is carried out mainly by our committees
and supported by our staff. These committees
provide real scope for supporting the community and
expanding into specialist projects and areas. We need
many more individuals to come forward and help MCB
through joining these committees, developing new
and creative ideas.
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6

. Conclusion

Delegates, brothers and sisters, as I conclude this
overview of my first year, I believe MCB has an
expanding and evolving role. Do not think for a
moment that political marginalisation, media
manipulation and continuous struggle against
Islamophobia are MCB’s only objectives – for they are
not. We need to put all of these into the larger
context. Strategic thinking will help us to ignore petty
hostilities, identify allies and highlight the importance
of building alliances and coalitions. Only such steps
will make us strong enough to meaningfully confront
organised campaigns of hate and marginalisation.
With our newly agreed strategic plan, which we will
share with you later today, we should commit to an
exciting new period of proactive representation and
the building of our community in achieving peace and
prosperity for our country.
To achieve this, we will be working in three broad
areas. We will work for strengthening the bonds of
brotherhood and mutual understanding between the
different communities of Muslims in Britain. We will
represent Muslims in an authentic, independent,
competent and well-informed manner in British
national conversations. We will nurture best conduct
and practice within our individuals and institutions.

profession and background, men and women, to
contribute to the task ahead. Our planned roadshow,
reaching out to all our communities, should help in
this endeavour.
The MCB’s roots in Islam’s social and spiritual
tradition and its legacy of political and financial
independence will continue to give it the strength
needed to face newer challenges and avail all
opportunities inshaAllah.
Last but not least, I want to take this opportunity to
thank each and every one who has contributed to the
success of this AGM today and overall work of the
MCB during my tenure as Secretary General – the
Office Bearers, the Advisors, the Board of Counsellors,
the Committee Chairs, the CWC members, the Staff
and our volunteers. I want to thank all our affiliates
and non-affiliates with whom we have worked and
our partners.
I seek mercy from Allah (swt) and forgiveness from
you for my shortcomings in carrying out this great
task, and any good thing I achieved was from Allah
(swt). Thank you all for your patience.

In addition to the strategic plan, the constitutional
review will also enhance our effectiveness and
efficiency. However, work will need to be done to
draw in the talent of our community, from every

Wassalaam.

Farooq Murad
Secretary General
The Muslim Council of Britain
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Advocating Muslim Concerns
Speaking Up for the Diverse Interests of
British Muslims
In 2010-2011, the Muslim Council of Britain continued to engage with the media and public policy to advocate the
diverse interests of British Muslims. The following is an overview of the MCB’s engagement with the media,
policymakers and the general public; ensuring an enlightened message about Muslims in our National
Conversation.

MCB Welcomes Conviction of Sex Offenders but Urges Caution on Racialising Crimes
On 8th January 2011, the MCB congratulated the law
enforcement agencies for securing convictions against
the criminal gangs engaged in nefarious activities
against young vulnerable girls.
Dr Shuja Shafi, Deputy Secretary General of the
Muslim Council of Britain said: “Linking race and

culture with crime, without any substantiated
evidence is dangerous and sets a slippery slope. It is
unfortunate the former Home Secretary, Jack Straw
made a blanket assertion that Pakistani men
specifically target young white women as they are
‘easy meat’. These comments are not based on
national evidence.”

MCB Responds to Channel 4 Dispatches: One Incident of Child-Abuse is One Incident Too Many
On 14th February 2011, Channel 4 aired a Dispatches
programme, 'Lessons in Hate and Violence’ that
painted a highly disturbing picture of young Muslims
experiencing intolerant teachings and violence in
mosque schools.
The MCB’s response is that the abuse of children in
madrasah and mosque-based education isn’t a
widespread phenomenon in Britain and believe that
the vast majority of British mosques hold the health

and safety of children to be of utmost importance,
following true Islamic teaching and British law.
In the case of an institution referred to in this
Dispatches programme, we have been assured by the
institution itself that it has taken decisive and
effective action with regards to removing from any
educational duty individuals involved in the preaching
of bigoted, un-Islamic attitudes.

MCB Condemns Protestors on Armistice Day and also Re-publishes Report Highlighting the Contribution
of Muslims to the Armed Forces.
On 11th November 2010, when a group of protestors
decided to break the silence on Armistice Day, the
MCB condemned the act and reminded the public that
many Muslims will join fellow Britons in remembering
the sacrifice of our Armed Forces. The MCB re-

launched a special publication entitled "Remembering
the Brave", highlighting the contribution of Muslims in
the Armed Forces.

Panorama Story on Muslim Schools, Incendiary and Unfair Documentation
The BBC Panorama programme, aired 22nd of
November 2010, on Muslim schools. MCB believe
John Ware had a complete disregard for the value of
Ofsted inspection and chose to seek something of a
minority to cause contention. The programme did not
represent a fair documentation as it failed to inform
of the successful achievements and pass rates of

Muslim schools highlighted by the rigorous findings of
the Ofsted inspections.
The MCB hopes that those few schools that fall short
of such objectives, if indeed they do, redouble their
efforts for the benefit of their own children.
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National Conference: Challenging Racism and Islamophobia
On 11th December 2010, the MCB took part in a
National Conference in Central London organised by
‘One Society, Many Cultures’ entitled Challenging
Racism and Islamophobia. The event resolved to
challenge discrimination, Racism and Islamophobia.
Representing the MCB, Talha Ahmad highlighted the

positive contributions Muslims make to the UK, the
capacity and the potential that Muslims have to
contribute towards building a better Britain and the
issues preventing some Muslims from playing a fuller
role in society.

MCB Expresses Concern on Dr. Zakir Naik’s Ban
On 18th June 2010, The Muslim Council of Britain
issued a Press Release deploring Home Secretary
Theresa May’s uncharacteristically intemperate move
to ban Dr. Zakir Abdul-Karim Naik, from a speakers’
tour in the UK, apparently because of his
“unacceptable behaviour” and that

his visit “would not be conducive to the public good”.
The MCB said that the Government seemed to have
responded to a recent campaign of vilification against
the scholar, which was deeply regrettable and likely to
cause serious damage to community cohesion.

Secretary General Addresses International Development Christmas Reception
On 14th December 2010, parliamentarians and aid
agencies joined in highlighting the importance of
continuing efforts in international development and
not forgetting the plight of the poor and hungry
during the festive period. The event was hosted by the
Speaker of the House of Commons, Rt. Hon. John
Bercow MP at Speakers House.
Sally Keeble, former MP and Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State for International Development who
organised the event said “The presence and
contribution of the MCB at this event was very much

appreciated. The reception marked the commitment
of the UK Parliament and Government to international
development. The young people, schools, civil society
and faith communities present demonstrated the
commitment of the public to see the UK keep the
pledge to help end world poverty."
Farooq Murad, Secretary General of the Muslim
Council of Britain, spoke of the significant contribution
made by Muslims charities and NGOs to international
development, many affiliated to MCB.

MCB Response to Media Inquiries Regarding Grand Mufti's Appointment
The MCB responded to media inquiries regarding the
appointment of a Grand Mufti, as follows; ‘As far as
we are aware, there has been no discussion, let alone
agreement amongst the British Muslim communities
about the idea of a 'Grand Mufti for the UK '.

Moreover, we do not think that such an office of one
individual, and even that sanctioned by an official
religious authority overseas, can attend to the
religious needs and aspirations of perhaps one of the
most diverse, vibrant and established Muslim
communities in the West.

Statement on Stephen Timms MP
In response to the conviction of Roshonara Choudhry
on 2nd November 2010, for the attempted murder of
the Labour MP for East Ham, Stephen Timms, the
Muslim Council of Britain released a statement

condemning the act and said “Political differences
must be resolved in forums of discussion and debate
and not by such mindless acts”.
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MCB Re-Affirms its Non-Theological Stand and Commitment to Promoting Unity
On 24th June 2010, MCB affiliates - World Federation
of KSIMC and the Council of European Jamaats
together with the Al Khoei Foundation, wrote to the
Muslim Council of Britain expressing concerns over
deploring the banning of Dr Zakir Naik to the UK. The
grievance was over MCB’s choice of words used didn’t
do justice to its neutrality with regards to scholars and
any particular theological position. ͒

The MCB said: "We take this opportunity to re-affirm
that MCB is a unity organisation and the aim of our
statement was not to endorse or oppose any
particular religious or theological views. The MCB is
committed to maintaining its neutrality and is
currently undertaking a wider consultation with its
affiliates to enhance our internal processes and
mechanism for working together for the common
good”.

Secretary General Joins HRH Prince of Wales in France to Remember Commonwealth Soldiers
On 19th July 2010, the Secretary General of the
Muslim Council of Britain, Farooq Murad, joined Their
Royal Highnesses The Prince of Wales and the
Duchess of Cornwall at a remembrance ceremony
hosted by the British Ambassador to France, Sir Peter
Westmacott, at the Commonwealth War Memorial in
Neuve-Chapelle, France.
The memorial marked the thousands of
commonwealth soldiers from around the world,
including Muslims, who fought and died for Great
Britain during the First and Second World Wars. The
visit came after the MCB published a special report
last year marking Remembrance Sunday, recalling the
significant contribution of Muslims, past and present,
to our armed forces.

MCB's Assistant Secretary General Meets European Leaders to Discuss Poverty and Social Exclusion
The Muslim Council of Britain's Assistant Secretary
General, Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra, attended a 'High
Level Religious Leaders Meeting' in Brussels on 19th
July 2010 with the President of the European
Commission José Manuel Barroso, the President of
the European Parliament, Jerzy Buzek and the
President of the European Council Herman Van
Rompuy.

The meeting brought together twenty senior faith
leaders from fourteen Members States who discussed
effective ways of combating poverty and social
exclusion as an imperative for European governance.
The faith leaders expressed their support for the
Europe 2020 strategy and its social and education
targets.
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British Muslims Come Together to Remember the Victims of 7/7
A delegation of British Muslims led by the Secretary
General of the Muslim Council of Britain, Farooq
Murad, paid their respects to the victims of the
horrific bombings that took place in London on 7th July
2005.
Leaders, activists and charity workers offered their
condolences to the families affected by laying a
wreath at the Memorial in London's Hyde Park,
erected to remember the victims of the atrocity. In his
earlier remarks, Secretary General of the Muslim
Council of Britain Farooq Murad, said: “On this
poignant anniversary, we extend our deepest
condolences to the victims, the survivors and their
families. Attacks on innocents have no justification in
Islam”.

Let us Honour the Victims of 7/7 by Keeping Our Society Open
The Secretary General of the Muslim Council of Britain
issued a statement condemning the 7/7 attack and
said "It has been five years since the senseless and
barbaric attacks on the London's public transport
network. The Muslim Council of Britain rejects in the
strongest terms the agenda of hatred and division that
led 52 people to lose their lives and hundreds to be
injured.
In schools, mosques and community centres we are
offering a counter-narrative to those in the
mainstream who are determined to cast Islam's
relationship with the West as always destructive and
always antagonistic. We are forging bonds with other
faith and civil society groups, and need to seek

partnership with local and national government in
order to raise the level of the debate on the complex
issues facing Muslims in the UK.
As we commemorate the tragic events of 7/7, it is far
from clear what lessons have been learned. Five years
on, our society is arguably more polarised and less
open. Those who died on July 7th 2005 represented
every aspect of our society, rich and poor, black and
white, people of all faiths and none. For their sake,
and for our own, as a nation, we must make sure that
as we combat extremism on all sides, we do not
damage the open, liberal society for which we are all
fighting."

Challenging anti-Muslim hatred
MCB Offers Support for Luton before EDL March
The Muslim Council of Britain offered its support for
the local communities of Luton during the weekend
on Saturday 5th February 2011, where the English
Defence League (EDL) planned to march. The MCB
deplored the attempt by the EDL and its spokespeople
to stoke up fear and hatred in the heartland of our
peaceful communities by holding a march in Luton,
where the group first formed.

The EDL's cynical and hypocritical attempt on
Newsnight on Tuesday the 1st of February 2011, to
pass itself off as the champion of an inclusive
multicultural and inter faith Britishness - embracing of
Sikh, Jewish and Christian communities and imperilled
by Islam and Muslims - would be laughable if it were
not so tragic in its consequences.
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MCB Condemns Hate-filled Plans to Burn Qur'an
On 9th September 2010, the MCB joined the
widespread condemnation of plans to burn the Holy
Qur'an to mark the anniversary of the heinous
terrorist attacks that took place on the 11th of
September 2001.
The MCB’s Secretary General, Farooq Murad,
condemned the act saying the ‘proposed burning

would be highly offensive’. He called on all planning
the hateful act to ‘refrain from deliberate provocation’
and urged for ‘common sense to prevail’.
The MCB called on local community leaders and
Imams to play their part in illustrating the isolated
nature of the case and redouble efforts to strengthen
our inter faith ties.

MCB Statement Concerning Threats Against Dr Usama Hasan
The MCB condemned the death threats reported
against scholars such as Dr. Usama Hasan. Such
behaviour is unacceptable and against the spirit of the
long Islamic tradition of intellectual debate and
dialogue.

The MCB further emphasised that differences of
opinion, from mild and minor to serious and major,
have existed and will continue to exist amongst
scholars of Islam. No scholar, however much we may
disagree with their views, should be subjected to such
bullying and hate campaign.

MCB Condemns Violence or Hatred Towards any Group
In a statement released on 22nd October 2010 in
relation to Qadianis/Ahmadiyyas, the Muslim Council
of Britain said:
"The Muslim Council of Britain and its affiliates do not
condone any form of violence, hatred or
discrimination towards any group of people, of any
faith or none".

"The MCB's clear stand is Qadianis/Ahmadiyyas do not
subscribe to the Muslim creed. This is the unanimous
position of all Muslim schools of thoughts across the
world".
"Despite this clear position on the definition of a
Muslim, we condemn any violence or hatred
expressed towards this or any other group".

Secretary General Welcomes Ambassador to the OSCE on Combating Intolerance and Discrimination
against Muslims
On 20th July 2010, the Secretary General of the
Muslim Council of Britain, Farooq Murad, welcomed
Ambassador Adil Akhmetov, the Personal
Representative to the Organisation for Security and
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) on Combating
Intolerance and Discrimination against Muslims, to
the MCB Offices in London.
The meeting covered a range of issues relating to
Islamophobia in the UK and wider Europe, expressing
common concern at the growth of anti-Muslim
rhetoric and attacks against Muslims. During the
meeting, both leaders expressed the need to work
more closely together, in particular, ensuring a more
coordinated and robust political solution to the
growing problem.
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YouGov Poll Findings Show We Must Redouble our Efforts to Improve Relations
On 8th June 2010, The Muslim Council of Britain
expressed its deep concern following the findings of a
YouGov Survey commissioned by the Exploring Islam
Foundation into the attitudes of the wider public of
Islam and British Muslims.
It found that 58% associated Islam with extremism
and exactly half associated Islam with terrorism, while
more than two-thirds believed that Islam encouraged
the repression of women.
The survey brought to light that the public obtained
information on Islam from mainstream media: 41%
from the print press while over half from TV News.
However, the findings contrast with the views
sampled in May 2009 by Gallup and the Coexist
Foundation. It clearly showed 82% of British Muslims
are loyal to this country and 89% agreed that attacks

in which civilians are targeted could not be morally
justified at all.
Dr Muhammad Abdul Bari, the then Secretary General
of MCB, said “This communication gap between the
overwhelming majority of British Muslims and the
wider public calls for British Muslims to renew and
redouble their efforts to reach out to fellow Britons
and to continue to play a positive and pro-active role
in challenging myths around Islam and Muslims. The
'Inspired by Muhammad' campaign is a timely and
positive initiative and we must all join such
endeavours'.
Continuing, Dr Abdul Bari said “Responsible journalism
is central to challenging this menace. We call on our
politicians to look closely at these findings and take
measures to stamp out all forms of hatred.”
.

Engaging with public policy
MCB Welcomes Baroness Warsi’s Comments
On 20th January 2011, the MCB welcomed the
intervention of Minister without Portfolio & CoChairman of the Conservative Party, Sayeeda Warsi,
for drawing attention to the very real scourge of
Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred. Muslim
communities in Britain have been viewing with
consternation the gradual build-up of incidents,
ranging from clumsy references to Muslim practices in

the media (e.g. the recent references to the
'Islamification' of Britain because of conversions), the
sensationalist headlines ("Why are 36% of our
universities training Muslim terrorists?" - in a recent
Sunday paper) and finally the intimidation outside
mosques, physical damage to mosques and
cemeteries and bodily attacks.

MCB Considers Proposed Changes in Control Order Regime ‘no more than cosmetic’
On 3rd February 2011, the MCB expressed its positive
view about the change to the much-discredited stop
and search legislation and the proposed safeguards
for abuse to powers of Councils to put people under
surveillance under the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act.

The MCB articulated its concern that whilst the precharge period of detention had been reduced from 28
to 14 days, the period was still excessive as the period
of detention lacks the rigor of proper judicial
supervision and authority.

Shared National Identity Should Not Be Seen Through the Lens of Security - MCB Responds to Prime
Minister’s Munich Speech
The MCB responded to the Prime Minister’s speech
on security and multiculturalism, delivered on the 5th
of February 2011 at the Munich Security Conference
where Farooq Murad, Secretary General of the
Muslim Council of Britain agreed to the fact that we

need to ensure we speak out against Islamophobia
and the need to foster a cohesive national identity
based on the values of democracy and equality of all
before law.
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He said. “The Prime Minister chose to deliver his
speech on a day when the extremists of the English
Defence League will be marching in Luton to sow
discord amongst our communities. We find it very
disappointing that Mr Cameron omits any reference to
this extremist group spreading hate and bigotry
against British Muslims in towns and cities up and
down this country. Such a flagrant omission by the
Prime Minister adds fuel to fire for such extremists to
further stigmatise and alienate entire communities
based on their religion or ethnicity.
We welcome Mr Cameron's resolve for institutions,
including Muslim organisations, to subscribe to
universal human rights. It is important that we identify
which groups the Prime Minister refers to that are in
receipt of government funding and do not subscribe to

universal human rights. The British Muslim community
has stood firm against the scourge of extremism and
will continue to do so.
The MCB itself, though not in receipt of government
funding, has consistently spoken in favour of British
values that acknowledge universal human rights and
pluralism. It has spoken in favour of a stronger and
successful British nation.
Furthermore, Muslim organisations have time and
again demonstrated their commitment to the common
good. We have been asked to pass the litmus test and
prove our loyalty to this country. It is important that
our discourse acknowledges that British Muslims are
very much part of this country”.

International engagement
Actions must be in the interests of the people of the Middle East
On 31st March 2011, The MCB issued the following
statement on the situation in the Middle East:

We urge the British government that the intervention
keeps to the UN Resolution 1973.

The majority opinion supporting aspirations for
freedom, rights to representative and transparent
governance, dignity and peace. That feeling is felt
most by Britain’s Arab communities whose loved ones
are affected by the events in the Middle East and
North Africa. We would do well to take heed of their
anxieties and act in accordance with the long delayed
democratic aspirations of the Arab and Muslim world.

Further afield, the Muslim Council of Britain urges our
government to be consistent elsewhere in the region
and ensure that we speak out against governments
perpetrating violence against their own citizens who
demand their rights through peaceful protests. The
Muslim Council of Britain urges the Government to
cease turning a blind eye to human rights abuses in
Bahrain. We are also deeply perturbed by recent
media reports that the Bahraini government has
targeted pro-democracy campaigners in Manchester.

Whilst there is universal acknowledgement of the
murderous nature of the Gaddafi regime, there is also
a confident but cautious support for the
implementation of a No Fly Zone to stop the Libyan
regime from attacking its own people.

We appeal to the mosques and our affiliates to
mobilise support for the charities offering relief to the
victims of violence and conflict in the region.

Stockholm Bomber Condemned by the MCB
The MCB strongly condemned the bombing that took
place on a busy street in Stockholm on Saturday the
12th December 2010. The MCB has been consistent in
calling its stand against acts of terrorism and its call
for action against the perpetrators.

Farooq Murad, MCB Secretary General, said “We all
have a collective duty to make a stand against those
who wish to execute any of these heinous acts against
innocent civilians across the world.”

MCB’s Letter to the Prime Minister on Gaza Aid Flotilla Attack
Supported by over 70 civil society leaders, the Muslim
Council of Britain wrote an open letter to the Prime

Minister David Cameron calling for the immediate
lifting of the inhumane blockade of Gaza on the back
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of the Gaza Aid Flotilla Attack. The letter was also
published in the Guardian Newspaper on the 3rd of
June 2010.
Prior to this, in a separate letter on the 31st of March
2010 the Muslim Council of Britain called on the
Foreign Secretary to condemn the Israeli attack on
innocent aid workers in international waters killing 9
peace activists. The flotilla was an international
attempt to bring aid to the blockaded population of
Gaza. The MCB called the attack “reprehensible”
urging the Foreign Secretary to consider the

responses of our fellow European partners in recalling
their Ambassadors from Israel. In a response on the
prime minister's behalf, Ivan Lewis, Minister
responsible for relations with the Middle wrote, "The
UK attaches great importance to ensuring freedom of
worship in Israel and in OPTs for those of all faiths.
....More broadly our position on Israeli settlement
activity is clear. We believe that settlements are a
significant obstacle to peace in the Middle East". It
continued, "settlement expansion undermines
confidence in Israel’s commitment to reaching a
negotiated peace agreement".

Remembering Srebrenica Genocide Day
On 11th July 2010, Europe commemorated the 15th
anniversary of the massacre of many thousands of
Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica, Bosnia.
The Muslim Council of Britain urged the Government
to put pressure on the Balkan states to honour their
commitments, and the requirements of the EU
accession process. The EU must continue to insist on

the full support by Balkan states of the work of the
ICTY to apprehend wanted war criminals and to
facilitate reconciliation through the tracing of those
still unaccounted for. The Day of Remembrance of the
Srebrenica Genocide is a reminder to all Europeans;
Muslims, Christians, Jews and others, that Islam has
deep European roots.

Commemoration of Srebrenica Genocide 11th July
In a letter to several Mosques and Islamic centres, the
MCB Secretary General, Farooq Murad, encouraged
Imams to read a khutba during the Friday Jummah
Prayer on Friday 9th July 2010 prepared by the Raisu-l'Ulama Dr Mustafa Ceriæ, the Grand Mufti of Bosnia.
The khutba was prepared to ensure that Muslims,
indeed humanity, never forget the barbarity that took
place in July 1995 where more than 8,000 Bosniak

Muslim men and boys in Srebrenica were slaughtered
mercilessly.
The European Union proclaimed 11th July as a day of
Remembrance of the Srebrenica Genocide. It is vital
that we bring about awareness of the genocide,
especially on the back of recent wave of Islamophobia
across Europe.

An open letter to the Prime Minister
On 3rd June 2010, the MCB sent a letter to Prime
Minister David Cameron, urging to end the inhumane
blockade in Gaza.
The blockade has heaped misery on Gaza's 1.5 million
residents many of whom are refugees in their own
country having been forcibly expelled from Israel. The

letter was sent shortly after the incident on board the
Mavi Marmara where Israeli Commandoes unlawfully
killed humanitarian aid workers in international
waters defying international law. The Gaza Freedom
flotilla was an international humanitarian effort to
bring aid to the besieged population of Gaza.

MCB Letter to the Foreign Secretary Rt. Hon. William Hague MP on the Gaza Flotilla Attack
On 1st June 2010, the MCB sent a letter to the Rt. Hon.
William Hague MP, Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs in the wake of the storming of
the Gaza aid convoy by Israeli commandoes in
international waters and amid news of the deaths of

nineteen humanitarian activists and many others
injured. British Muslims and other Britons were
among those that joined the international flotilla
carrying aid to the besieged population of Gaza and
the MCB highlighted its concerns for their status.
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The MCB urged for a full, independent and immediate
inquiry into the tragedy.

Israel's inclusion in the family of OECD countries in
light of recent events”

The letter stated that “We have heard it said too often
that Israel is defending herself against those that
would 'de-legitimise' her. It is time for Israelis to
accept that the only actor guilty of de-legitimising her
status is the Israeli government itself and that such
conduct as we have witnessed in the dawn of 31 May
by a state recently accepted as a future member of the
OECD is to be censured in the most severe terms. We
would urge a reconsideration of the progress of

The MCB commended the Foreign Secretary’s
statement on calling for an end to the blockade of the
Gaza strip and entreated him to pursue this course of
action urgently with our European partners and the
US. The MCB pointed out that this event demanded a
full inquiry into the storming of the aid convoy, the
recalling of our Ambassador from Israel and the
immediate lifting of the blockade on Gaza

Vienna hosts European Imams and Religious Leaders to discuss how to improve the Muslim community's
contribution to the common good
On 14-15th May 2010, the MCB's Secretary General
attended the Conference for European Imams and
Religious Advisors in Vienna. The conference, cohosted by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Foreign
Affairs, the City of Vienna and the European Islamic
Conference, brought together 300

Imams and religious leaders from 40 European
countries to discuss Islam and Muslim communities in
Europe. MCB’s Secretary General Dr. Muhammad
Abdul Bari chaired a session on the important topic of
Muslim contribution, communication and interaction
in a pluralistic society.

Encouraging democratic participation and civic
engagement in the community
The MCB Urges Muslim Households to complete the 2011 Census form
The MCB reminded Muslim households to complete
their Census form and in particular urged them to fill
in the voluntary question on religious affiliation.
The MCB, working with other faith communities,
conducted a vigorous and successful campaign for the
inclusion of this question in the 2001 Census.
The resulting statistics have been invaluable in
providing data for the first time on the population and
age distribution of Muslims in Britain.

The information has also supported advocacy work for
more effective policies to tackle socio-economic and
educational inequalities. With the 2011 data it will be
possible to assess the impact of policies and allow
better-informed forecasts to be made of the Muslim
population, and their needs in years to come.

MCB urges YES for the Alternative Vote
Following a full democratic discussion of its central
working committee, the Muslim Council of Britain
backed a YES vote for the AV. British people were for

the first time given a say on how they elect their
representatives. The MCB urged households to vote
yes to make their MP’s work harder for them.
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Protecting our community, ensuring common
standards
Working Towards International Halal Standards
Working towards an ‘International Halal Standard’, a
four-way collaboration agreement between leading
international Muslim organisations was signed at the
World Halal Forum Europe at a two day conference
hosted in London on the 10th - 11th of November 2010.
The signatories included the International Halal
Integrity Alliance, the Islamic Society of North
America, the American Halal Association and the
Muslim Council of Britain. The four well established

bodies will work together on issues relating to the
development of Halal standards and the formation of
a network of national Halal Accreditation bodies to
ensure the standard of Halal through the chain of
suppliers. One of the key resolutions of the Forum
included enjoining collaborative actions to tackle the
discriminatory EU amendment 205 which, if passed,
will impose forced labelling of Halal and Kosher meat
as ‘unstunned.’

Mail on Sunday Hysteria on Halal Food
On 20th September 2010, The MCB spoke out against
the hysteria created by the Mail on Sunday regarding
Halal Food and stated that Muslims are not imposing
Halal food on anyone. Rather, Muslims are grateful
that businesses are responding to the free market to
ensure Muslims are given the choice and freedom to
consume genuine Halal.
Authorities, institutions and businesses would
obviously wish to facilitate this; the route adopted to

discharge this duty is at their discretion. Those who do
not wish to consume Halal should also have similar
choice and freedom.
The MCB rejected the accusation that the Halal and
Kosher method of slaughter is cruel and not humane.
On the contrary, the prescribed processes for the
Muslim method of slaughter, Dhabah, provides a
holistic approach to animal welfare.

KFC Chickens do not Fulfil Lancashire Council of Mosques (LCM) Halal Criteria
The Muslim Council of Britain along with the
Lancashire Council of Mosques (LCM) Halal Sub Group
met with KFC representatives on 14th April 2010
where there was a detailed discussion about the
source of Halal products, the audit mechanism and
the slaughter process adopted by KFC. It was
confirmed at the meeting that the KFC chickens are
stunned and mechanically slaughtered. It

was thus concluded by the LCM, backed by the MCB,
that the KFC Halal Supply Chain did not fulfil the LCM
Halal criteria and therefore cannot be termed as Halal.
KFC was recommended to consider the universal
criteria of Halal to fulfil the needs of all Muslim
consumers in Lancashire and beyond. KFC committed
to continue this dialogue and hoped to make good
progress.

Two Faith Bodies Write to the Food Standards Authority on Pork and Beef Protein Injections to Poultry
In a jointly signed letter by Ms Bharti Tailor of the
Hindu Forum of Britain and Dr Shuja Shafi of the
Muslim Council of Britain, dated 15th April 2010, noted
that the Food Standards Agency (FSA) has known for
10 years about the presence of undeclared pork and
beef proteins being injected into chickens to hold high
levels of water.

The letter sought clarification from the FSA on the
actions that have been taken to protect consumers
and requested an urgent meeting with Lord Rooker,
Chairman of the FSA. The letter stated, `many of
these preparations, sold mainly to the catering sector,
were labelled as Halal; this has caused much distress
to the Muslim community. Also the thought of having
consumed beef even unintentionally has caused
distressed to many in the Hindu community.'
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Business & Economics Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Navshir Jaffer
Fazl Syed / Atia Riaz / Khalid Sharif
Arif Zaman

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x
x
x

To increase the number of active members who can lead projects and participate in meetings
To increase numbers of entrepreneurs and women among membership
To develop a formal business networking club
To develop written materials for circulation on Islamic finance and Islamic economics
To get our planned mentoring scheme with the MCB Youth Committee fully operational

Main Achievements
x

x
x
x

x

World Islamic Economic Forum 2011: We organised a delegation of around 50 people from UK, Europe and
North America to the 7th WIEF in
Kazakhstan in June 2011, all travelling at
their own expense. The theme of the
forum was ‘Globalizing Growth: Connect,
Compete, Collaborate’.
x Strategy Away Day: We held a strategy
away day for the Executive Business &
Economics Committee in November
2011. It was agreed that the main
project areas would be SMEs, WIFE, a
survey of Muslim businesses and
capacity-building.
x Inaugural Oxford Global Islamic
Branding and Marketing Forum hosted
by Said Business School of the University
of Oxford and supported by MCB on the 26-27th July 2010. The aim of the forum was to provide a platform of
discussion on key issues, opportunities and challenges in engaging the growing Muslim market.
Capacity building: In a historic first for the committee, over half of the Executive Committee is now comprised of
women.
The Islamic Finance Experts Group (IFEG) continues its activities through IFEG online.
Press Statements: We released statements on the impact the 2011 Budget will have on new businesses.
Govt. submissions: We submitted a response from MCB to the Government’s White Paper on Trade, which was
commended at the final White Paper launch at Whitehall

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x

x

Q1: World Islamic Economic Forum Delegation
Q2: Business Survey on Muslim Businesses
Q3: SMEs event
Q4: capacity building – eg. Effective Negotiation Skills

Membership
Executive Committee - 18 members
Main Committee – 140 members
The committee has met 5 times this year.
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Communications and Public Affairs Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Farooq Murad
Saqeb Mueen
Nasima Begum

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The Media and Public Affairs were joined as one committee. This was proposed due to the significant overlap in
the work of these committees and the critical need for liaison and consistency in external policy and messaging.
The committee made submission to the Constitution Review Committee to reflect this change in the constitution
by changing the name from Media to Communications and Public Affairs Committee.
To develop and implement a communications strategy reflecting the policies of the MCB
To monitor and interact with the media and inform the MCB on issues of interest
To provide the necessary services to the Central Working Committee in public relations.
To establish an effective professional team for this key operation. This includes structure, resources, training and
evaluation.
To establish an All Parties Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Islamophobia
To continue the ‘Muslim Vote’ initiative as a grassroots, non-partisan campaign to engage Muslims with the
parliamentary process.
To improve links with public policy through parliamentary briefings, at party conference etc.

Main Achievements
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Consulted media experts to develop the structure and policies for the media department. Applications were
made for generating financial resources to implement the plan.
Increased awareness in the community of the importance of completing the census.
The "Remembering the Brave" publication was re-launched, highlighting the contribution of Muslims in the
Armed Forces.
Participated in the AV campaign through media, debates, PR’s and
working with partners from civil society, such as Electoral Reform
Society and Operation Black Vote.
36 Press Statements have been released this year.
A clear streamlined process for the PR’s has been developed. This
includes drafting, consultation, proof reading and critical feedback
loops
A training course for media spokespeople has been organised.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x

Fully staffed media department
Extensive media engagement
Supporting Islamophobia campaign

Membership
There are currently 10 members, meeting bimonthly
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Education Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Tahir Alam
Sheikh Hojjat Ramzy
Shehzad Frank

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

To raise awareness and involvement of community by organising conferences, particularly in London, Oxford
and Birmingham.
To increase participation in these conferences by Muslim Governors, teachers etc at these events.
To create a database for Muslim teachers and governors to canvas ideas, access and share knowledge and
resources.
To develop existing relationships with the media in all aspects of education and integration.
To develop and publish position policy statements on key issues for easier handling of media.
To liaise with schools in dealing with problematic Muslim children in matters of education in order to improve
achievement.
To educate parents and involve them in their children’s education, promoting their participation in schools
matters.
To promote an active understanding of the Islamic view of sex education amongst schools, parents and
students.

Main Achievements
x
x
x
x
x

Advising and finalising Islamic Studies Teachers and Student Resources Books for KS3 and KS4 GCSE for Hodder
Publications.
Approving and advising for the publication of the Ramadan Handbook for National Fire Service.
Press Releases were released on the following ‘Religious Education to be excluded from the National
Curriculum’, a response to the Dispatches programme 'Lessons in Hate and Violence'’ and another response to
the Panorama programme ‘British Schools, Islamic Rules’.
Media interviews regarding our support of the inclusion of RE education in the new English Baccalaureate
system and also about student participation in music lessons.
Responded to enquiries from school organisations and members of the public regarding Islamic protocols
related to education.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x

To continue the campaign for the inclusion of Religious Education in the National Curriculum.
To increase the scope of the Committee in communicating with schools and educational establishments across
the country.
To encourage and increase awareness of the need for participation by the Muslim community in the British
education system.

Publications
Improved the ‘Meeting the needs of Muslim pupils in State schools’ publication.

Membership
Currently there are 7 members with plans to expand and recruit additional volunteers, inshaAllah.

Number of times the committee has met this year
The committee met once this year. Decisions made via telephone conversations, emails and texts.ers for.
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Europe & International Affairs Committee (EIAC)
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Dr Muhammad Abdul Bari MBE
Unaiza Malik
Rashid Ansari

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x

To further develop European and transatlantic relationships on behalf of the MCB to share research, experience
and good practice
To host a conference in Brussels in partnership with other national constituted European Muslim bodies on
European Muslim communities: identity, politics and public policy

Main Achievements
x
x
x

‘Transformation in the Middle East: Implications of the Arab Spring and British Foreign Policy’ Event with
Forward Thinking– 25th May 2011 – House of Lords.
The Royal Thai Embassy visited the MCB on 3rd May 2011.
The Ghanaian Chief Imam, Sheikh Dr. Osman Nuhu Sharubutu, visited MCB on 20th April 2011 with other senior
leaders from the Ghanaian Muslim
community in the UK. They
discussed the importance of the
Muslim community working
together for the common good and
urged not only the Ghanaian
Muslim community but all the
various different Muslim
organisations and communities in
the UK to work with the MCB

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x
x

To further develop European and transatlantic relationships on behalf of the MCB to share research, experience
and good practice. As we invited senior members of leading Muslim organisations from across Europe to the
MCB’s Muslim Leadership Dinner and we are looking to build upon that.
To hold around three roundtable discussions, seminars, workshops on European and international issues that
impact not only the Muslim community but the wider community as well, as we did at the House of Lords.
To host a conference in Brussels in partnership with other national constituted European Muslim bodies on
‘European Muslim communities: identity, politics and public policy’.
To continue to host foreign delegations at the MCB office and maintain ties with international humanitarian
organisations and other NGOs.

Membership
Number of listed members – 11
Number of times the committee has met this year – 6 (once every 4-6 weeks)
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Food Standards Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Dr Shuja Shafi
Dr Yunes Teinaz
[Vacant]

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x
x
x

To ensure that food or products labelled as Halal conform to consumer expectations and conform to religious
criteria
To develop standards and continue for national assurance and accreditation scheme
To ensure Halal labelling is authentic and non-prejudicial
To work with enforcement authorities and advise the community on matters requiring urgent action
To advise the community of any food alerts

Main Achievements
x

x
x

x
x
x

The World Halal Forum Europe – A two-day conference in November 2010. The Chair, Dr Shuja Shafi, spoke on
the theme of standardisation and
accreditation. A four-way
collaboration agreement was made
between the International Halal
Integrity Alliance, the Islamic
Society of North America, the
American Halal Association and the
Muslim Council of Britain. These
four established bodies will work
together on issues relating to the
development of Halal standards and
will form a network of national
Halal Accreditation bodies to ensure
the standard of Halal through the
chain of suppliers. The conference
passed a resolution enjoining
collaborative actions to tackle the discriminatory EU amendment 205 which, if passed, will impose forced
labelling of Halal and Kosher meat as ‘unstunned’.
Halal Industry & Halal Services Conference held in Kuwait in January 2011, where members of the MCB’s Food
Standards Committee joined over 40 other speakers from around the world to cover issues regarding the halal
industry and services. The conference ended with a set of recommendations.
Dialrel Project (EU) looks at aspects of animal welfare at religious slaughter. This has resulted in the publication
of ‘Good Practice Guidance on Religious slaughter in respect of animal welfare at Religious Slaughter’. In
addition to active participation and contribution through the consultation process, the MCB issued a separate
short statement highlighting the need to ensure aspects of training, equipment design and training of operatives
was undertaken in accordance with animal welfare.
A seminar was held at the GPU by MCB’s Food Standards Committee. A consumer survey was also conducted
through a questionnaire and there was enthusiastic participation from the community.
The MCB has joined the Religious and Cultural Reference Group of the RSPCA.
DEFRA invited MCB to discuss proposed legislation of labelling, training of slaughter men in preparation for
the EU legislation that comes into force in 2013. Strong recommendations have been made, supported by many
community groups / organisations, to indicate that labelling the method of slaughter (stunned or no stunned)
will be discriminatory.
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x

Representations have been made to Food Standards Agency to help solve this ongoing issue regarding ZAM
ZAM water, recently highlighted by a recent BBC programme. A document is under preparation about Zam Zam
water, which will be issued shortly before Ramadan.

Aims for the coming year
x

To set up the ‘The UK Halal Commission', an independent, over-arching body to oversee authenticity,
transparency and accountability in provision of Halal food and associated services

Membership
There are currently six members
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Health Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

Dr Shuja Shafi
[Vacant]
[Vacant]

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x

To continue to work for Halal standardisation through a Halal Code of Practice, Development of Standards and a
national Assurance Scheme.
NHS Spiritual Care Chaplaincy Residential Course – May 2011

Main Achievements
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Healthy Hajj Project: The Muslim Doctors and Dentists Association (MDDA), the Meningitis Trust (TMT) and the
MCB initiated a joint Hajj Education Project to raise awareness of health issues among healthcare professionals
(HCPs) and has involved presentations at multidisciplinary CPD-approved educational meetings for healthcare
professionals in primary care. Several of the 20 planned events have been delivered through an educational
grant to MDDA from Novartis.
MCB Hajj Meningitis Vaccine Programme: Last year, the MCB ran a pilot project offering a ‘one stop’ meningitis
and influenza vaccine to Hajj pilgrims
through community vaccine clinics at
mosques. Encouraged by its popularity
and high uptake, discussions have taken
place with the manufacturers of the newly
licensed vaccine (Novartis) for an 'all
inclusive' and cost-effective vaccination
service. Important lessons relating to
logistics have been addressed and the
service will now be made available through
a choice of settings - namely community
clinics (mosques & community centres), a
network of participating GPs and local
pharmacists. The project will be launched
at the AGM.
The Woking Mosques Project: Frimley Hospital (Surrey) has initiated a project to study the ‘Prevalence and
Knowledge of Chronic Viral Hepatitis in Ethnic Minorties in Surrey’. MCB was asked to evaluate the Project and
the Chair of the Health Committee, Dr Shafi, was invited to join the team of Investigators. Launched at the Shah
Jahan (Woking) Mosque (MCB affiliate), the project is progressing well with active support from the mosque
and local community.
Evidence to the House of Lords Select Committee on HIV and AIDS: MCB was invited to give formal oral
evidence the Select Committee on HIV and AIDS in the UK. The Chair of the Health Committee, Dr Shafi,
appeared in March 2011 at a session with religious organisations regarding the role they can play in tackling HIV
and AIDS. A written submission is also being prepared.
The Health Show: Health Committee members, Drs Abdullah Shehu and Nazia Rashid, continue to be regular
presenters of the Health Show on Islam Channel.
End of life care management: A multi-faith group of physicians and surgeons, including two members of the
Health committee, met in December 2010 to share experiences in implementing the GMC guidance on
management of End of life care in response to concerns raised by junior doctors. The final draft version will be
circulated for comments
Inter Committee collaborative: The health projects undertaken by the Committee fall within a broad
description of Health Inequalities. It has been suggested that the issues are best addressed with participation of
other committees, particularly SAFA and Mosques and Community Affairs Committees. A Strategy Workshop
on Tackling Health Inequalities among British Muslims is planned next month (July 2011). The workshop will
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identify cross-cutting themes that can be best addressed/delivered through a “Committees Collaborative”
approach where the Health & Food Committee ‘clusters’ with SAFA and Mosques and Community Affairs
(MACA).

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x
x
x

x

Tackling health Inequalities among British Muslims
Healthy Hajj Project
Hepatitis C / Chronic Viral Hepatitis
Hajj Meningitis Vaccination Programme
Organ and Tissue Donation & Transplant: The need for organ transplantation far exceeds the availability of
organ donors across all specialist areas. This is wide discrepancy is seen particularly among ethnic communities
but the situation is extremely critical for Muslim recipients. There is an urgent need to address this critical issue
for the Muslim community. A multidisciplinary round table discussion to formulate advice and guidance from
Islamic scholars will be organised shortly inshaAllah.
Scoping Workshop for Breast Cancer treatment: MCB will be represented by Mr Mehboob Mirza, Consultant
Breast Surgeon at this workshop organised by the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE). It is proposed
to launch an awareness campaign and appropriate literature is being prepared.
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Inter Faith Relations Committee (IFRC)
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Dr Manazir Ahsan
Dr Abduljalil Sajid
Dr Asad Khan

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x

Events – Inter Faith Week & World Inter Faith Harmony Week
Membership & Team Development
Fundraising

Main Achievements
x

Inter Faith Relations Event - A seminar on inter faith dialogue and engagement was held in November 2010 at
the House of Lords. Professor Tariq
Ramadan delivered a key note speech
entitled `Prophet Muhammad's (pbuh) Role
in Inter Faith Relations', highlighting the
many occasions when the Prophet (pbuh)
showed equality and fairness in diversity.
With welcoming speeches by the Chair of
the IFRC and the Secretary General of the
MCB, Lord Sheikh of Cornhill and
representatives of Christian, Hindu and Sikh
faiths also highlighted the need and
importance of inter faith dialogue and
engagement. A number of young MCB
members and representatives of MCB
affiliates narrated their accounts of their
engagement in inter faith work and their efforts of building a better society by working with all faith groups.
They contributed through write-ups as well as with verbal presentations at the event.
(http://www.interfaithweek.org)
x Her Majesty the Queen Hosts - Dr Manazir Ahsan, Committee Chair, met with Pope Benedict XVI at a reception,
held by Her Majesty the Queen at Holyrood House in Edinburgh, on 16th September 2010.
x World Inter Faith Harmony Week - The IFRC welcomed this UN-backed initiative in the first week of February
2011 and sent letters encouraging MCB affiliates to join the good efforts by promoting peaceful inter faith work
amongst their local supporters. This is an annual celebration that the IFRC intends to participate in. A letter of
support was submitted to the organisers addressed to HM King Abdullah II of Jordan.
(http://worldinterfaithharmonyweek.com)

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x

Events – Fundraising Gala / Inter Faith National Conference
Proposals & Bids to Charities and Funding Agencies to be submitted – both National & European
Inter faith Training & Best Practice Guide to be developed

Publications
‘Celebrating Faith’ a colourful brochure – part of Inter Faith Week 2010 – was launched successfully at the House of
Lords.

Membership
The committee comprises of 21 members and meetings are held bi-monthly.
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Legal Affairs Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Khalid Sofi
Sabah Al-Mukhtar
Yasmin Husain

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x
x

To develop a resource and strategy for MCB to intervene in legal cases when the interests of the Muslim
community are involved.
To organise legal seminars on behalf of MCB
To campaign for the review of anti-terror laws
To update the faith and employment publication in light of the Equality Act 2010

Main Achievements
x
x
x
x

Reorganised the committee and it now involves younger members.
Developed a framework for legal intervention on behalf of MCB.
A meeting with David Anderson QC, Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation, was arranged and
attended by the chair, Mr Khalid Sofi.
Former Chair, Judge Khurshid Drabu CBE, was awarded CBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours of 2010.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

To provide strategic and legal advice to the MCB leadership.
To respond to consultation documents involving legal issues affecting Muslims.
To raise awareness on issues affecting Muslim communities through organising regular, high quality seminars;
through participation in meetings and events organised by others and through publications.
To develop a strategic litigation resource which could undertake Litigation Interventions on issues which raise
issue of principle for the Muslim Community.
To revise and upgrade the ‘Faith in the Workplace Guidance’ publication in light of the Equality Act 2010.
To maintain a knowledge resource for the issues concerning Muslims like Religious discrimination, anti-terror
law, Sharia law. List will be updated regularly as per needed.
To increase the membership of the committee
To develop partnership with other organisations to undertake joint campaigning on common issues
To organise a conference on the legal needs of Muslims in UK
To work closely with other MCB committees to deliver the strategic objectives of MCB

Membership
10 members who meet every four weeks
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Membership Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Talha Ahmad
[Vacant]
Rashid Ansari

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x
x

x

To increase the membership of the committee to reflect gender and ethnic diversity
To re-establish and reawaken relationships with existing affiliates
To increase the number of MCB affiliates by 10% by 2012
To enhance and develop services for affiliates (draft plan to be completed by October 2011)
To complete ‘Engaging with Affiliates’ for all zones within the next four months (first one is complete)

Main Achievements
x
x
x
x
x

x

A roundtable discussion with community leaders from the Turkish Muslim community living in the UK was held
in October 2010. Here greater meaningful co-operation between the MCB and the Turkish community was
encouraged.
A meeting with prominent figures within Britain’s Arab Muslim community where ways to deepen their
involvement in the work of the MCB were examined.
Members attended a number of events organised by the affiliated organisations, mainly in Birmingham and
London.
The committee chair met with key leaders to seek their support in addressing under-representation of certain
communities.
The committee approved four applications for affiliation.
The committee hosted the first ‘Engaging with Affiliates’ event for the East London and Essex Zone.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x
x

To engage with affiliates, with an event in each zone (E4 done), to be completed by October 2011
To roll out a range of services for affiliates by October 2011
To plan and prepare for audit of affiliates
To recruit more members for the committee to include women, ulema and members of under-represented
communities

Membership
7 members so far, who have met at last once every two months.
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Mosque & Community Affairs Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra
[Vacant]
Yaseer Ahmed

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011
To work on:
x Terms of Reference
x Committee Strategy Document
x Work Plan
x Draft Budget
x Fundraising Strategy
x Membership Procedure
x Recruitment of committee members from all regions
x More proactive engagement with mosque affiliates

Main Achievements
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Numerous interviews were given to print and broadcast media by Chair, Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra, on a wide range
of issues relating to Islam and Muslims.
Guidance was given to Muslims, on matters relating to shari`ah by email, telephone and in person, and to nonMuslim individuals and organisations, on matters relating to Islam and Muslims.
Lectures were delivered at a number of events throughout the country to Muslims and non-Muslims.
Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra attended the China-Europa Forum Seminars in Chendu, China; and Hong Kong in July
2010, to discuss the role of religion in modern society.
Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra attended the “High Level Religious Leaders’ Meeting” at the European Council in
Brussels in July 2010. This annual meeting is chaired by the President of the Commission, Mr Barosso who was
joined by the President of the Parliament, Mr Buzek, and the President of the Council, Mr Van Rompuy. The
theme was ‘Combating Poverty and Social Exclusion’.
Members attended Holocaust Memorial Day on 27th January 2011
Members were engaged by the Church of England regarding the ‘Near Neighbours’ funding from CLG to the
Church Urban Fund.
Faith Communities Forum meetings of the Inter Faith Network UK were attended
Several modules were delivered to the participants at MCB’s Spiritual Care Provision programme in May 2011.
Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra attended the ‘High Level Religious Leaders’ Meeting’ at the European Commission
chaired by the President
of the Commission, Mr
Barosso, in May 2011.
The theme was ‘A
Partnership for
Democracy and Shared
Properity: a common
willingness to promote
democratic rights and
`liberties’. Shaykh
Ibrahim was encouraged
to hear the EU leadership
declare that religion has
an important role to play
in society and that they
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recognise that Islam and democracy are compatible. He pointed out to the delegates that the values the EU was
formed upon and works to establish can be found in the teachings of Islam and all religions. He added that
European Muslims want to be equal and active partners in creating a just and fair Europe and that all legislation
must ensure that minorities' rights to practice their religion and culture are not taken away. The Parliament also
launched its initiative of establishing a dialogue group as required by Article 17 of the Lisbon Treaty. Shaykh
Ibrahim made some practical suggestions on the mechanisms and content of these dialogues.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

To complete work on Terms of Reference
To complete the Work Plan
To work on a Draft Budget
To explore a Fundraising Strategy
To finalise Membership Procedure
To identify more spokespeople
To continue work on Committee Strategy Document

Membership
The number of members is unconfirmed as some have moved on and others are yet to confirm.
The committee meets quarterly and has, so far, met three times.
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Research & Documentation Committee
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

AbdoolKarim Vakil
Fuad Ali
Laura Stout

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x
x

To serve affiliates, MCB and the community by providing information, resources and critique.
To support greater co-operation, unity and good practice amongst Britain’s diverse Muslim communities.
To promote better relations between British Muslims and wider society, and protect their religious and civil
rights.
To encourage the Muslim community to engage and contribute in civic duties and responsibilities.

Main Achievements
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

A Book Launch for ‘Thinking Through Islamophobia: Global Perspectives’ by AbdoolKarim Vakil and S. Sayyid was
organised in January 2011 at the House of Commons. The event was attended by over 100 guests from
academia, civil society and Parliament.
A ReDoc member spoke at the ‘Challenging Racism and Islamophobia’ Conference, organised by One Society,
Many Cultures, in December 2010. Talha Ahmad addressed the audience, highlighting the positive contributions
that Muslims make to the UK and the issues that are preventing some Muslims from playing a fuller role in
society.
The chair of ReDoc spoke at the ‘Confronting Anti-Muslim Hatred in Britain and Europe’ Conference, organised
by Enough Coalition in May 2011. AboolKarim Vakil joined high profile speakers from across Europe, including
fellow academic Dr Robert Lambert OBE, veteran anti-war campaigner Tony Benn, Birmingham Councillor Salma
Yaqoob, journalists Peter Oborne and Mehdi Hassan, Kenza Drider from France (who was arrested in Paris for
refusing to remove her niqaab), Dr Sabine Schiffer from Germany (who challenged the police courtroom killing of
Elvi Ali Okaz and faced prosecution by the police), Marwan Muhammed the French writer and campaigner and
Hiba Aburwein from the European Forum on Muslim women.
The chair of ReDoc attended and contributed to a workshop in Paris regarding the definition of Islamophobia in
January 2011.
Soundings’, a new section of MCB’s website was launched in December 2010. The first topic of discussion is
'Beyond Race and Multiculturalism?' - offering critical responses to assertions in Prospect magazine (October
2010) that "the ideology of multiculturalism has over-racialised human relations, stressed separate rather than
common needs and encouraged a sense of victimhood among minorities...". The second topic has been
launched – ‘PREVENT 2011: Towards Informed Responses’.
Collated responses to the Prime Minister’s speech at the Munich Security Conference in February 2011.
A ReDoc Social took part in August 2010 where the team met to brainstorm future plans and have a picnic in
Greenwich, South London.
Responded to research enquiries – these have included over eleven interviews with students and researchers.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x
x

To establish a Muslim Living History Project
To focus on Islamophobia & the Website
To gather and analyse demographic data – ethnicity, religion, class etc
To conduct a MCB Affiliate Survey

Publications
A booklet was produced on Multiculturalism.

Membership
15 members. There have been 5 meetings this year.
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Social & Family Affairs Committee (SAFA)
Committee Officers
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Dr Reefat Drabu
Bulbul Ali
Farrukh Hassan

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were
x
x
x

To increase membership and participation within SAFA committee, seeking to recruit members who can make a
valuable contribution to SAFA.
To follow the past success of the “Bangladeshi Raising achievement Programme in Northamptonshire”, look to
introduce a similar programme and extend to include other disadvantaged communities
To adopt a more proactive approach to increase the number of school visits, identifying schools that could
benefit from this.

Main Achievements
x
x

x
x
x

Greater female participation was encouraged with a meeting held with a large group of sisters in November
2010. Ifath Nawaz, President of the Association of Muslim Lawyers, gave an inspirational presentation to the
group stressing the important position of women in society
An inset day was organised for primary school teachers about teaching Islam in November 2010. This included
a morning session exploring the basic practices and beliefs of Islam, the Islamic festivals and common areas of
confusion - such as fasting, dress and prayer for children. The group were then warmly welcomed by the Muslim
Cultural Heritage Centre, where they were given a tour of the facilities, observed the afternoon prayer and took
part in a question and answer session.
Religious education - Mr Bulbul Ali, the Vice Chair of the Social and Family Affairs Committee attended St
Bonaventure's School in Forest Gate, London, to speak about Islamic worship in an inter faith context.
The chair of SAFA attended Senior Age Stakeholder Reference Group meeting in January 2011. Dr Reefat Drabu
raised the issue of Islamophobia and the lack of recording incidents.
Responding to researchers regarding forced marriage.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x

To work on a project with other committees.
To have a response to FAQ about issues relating to women on the website.
To set up an e-committee membership with experts nationwide.

Membership
3 members
There have been no meetings this year.
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Youth Affairs Committee
Committee Officers Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary

x
x
x

Mujibul Islam
Kawsar Zaman
Lubaaba Al-Azami

Aspirations / Projects for 2010 – 2011 were…
x
x
x
x

To continue work already started on the three campaigns for 2010
To continue the ‘flagship’ projects of the year – Young Muslim Beacon Awards and The Platform website.
To tour the UK in order to increase finance and reach
To create a network of young Muslim organisations with the MCB and facilitate regular networking opportunities
and channels with which to raise issue of concerns

Main Achievements
x
x

x

MCB hosted it’s second National Muslim Youth Conference in August 2010 in Manchester. This involved
workshops with expert panelists that focused on 'Mosques & Young People', Disability in the Muslim
Community', 'Business and Entrepreneurship' and 'Youth Work: Participation & Collaboration'.
The third successful Young Muslim Beacon Awards took place in October 2010, honouring young Muslims who
showed exemplary practice
to young and old alike. This
year the winners were
Positive Start (Local), Nida
Trust (Regional) and the
Muslim Agency for
Development and
Enterprise (MADE) in
Europe (National)
x The Platform website was
re-launched in June 2011
after a successful pilot
project. The platform is a
youth led blog that seeks to
facilitate a neutral ground
upon which to have a
renewed thinking for the
future; how we want to be
and how we can achieve it. It brings together a diverse milieu of talented young and mature writers to voice
views on current events and topical issues. It is an open platform for debate and discussion; a space to
constructively engage in an environment of mutual understanding and respect. It is a blog with a visionary
objective and direction; one that seeks to assess the present and shape
the future by espousing progression.
A round table discussion on Muslim Youth Work and Policies was held in September 2010, bringing together
youth workers, practitioners and policy makers to look at youth work provision with / for young Muslims.

Aims for the coming year
x
x
x

To hold the forth Young Muslim Beacon Awards
To continue and build The Platform
To hold another National Youth Conference this summer.
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Books for schools
The Islamic resource packs, designed by the Books for
Schools project, aim to facilitate the teaching of Islam.
Resource packs include books, artefacts, CD, videos
and teaching aids for Key Stage 1 (7 year olds) and Key
Stage 2 (11 year olds). The resource packs cover basic
Muslim beliefs and practices, through engaging and
interactive class and small group activities.

x

The Books for Schools Project has been launched
regionally this year in several areas of the country.
x

In March 2010, East Renfrewshire council invited
representatives of 24 local primary schools to
attend a launch. The resources were given to
each school and were funded by the council.

The resources are being utilised by thousands of
schools in the UK with excellent feedback from
schools’ staff.
x

x

x

x

In May 2010, the `Books for Schools' project was
launched at the University of East Anglia, where

35 RE teachers attended from all parts of the
Norfolk. These RE teachers collected their BFS
MINI Packs and took packs for their neighbouring
CLUSTER schools. The event also received local
media attention.
In October 2010, 35 Church of England Primary
Schools in the Blackburn Diocese received their
`Books for Schools' primary resource packs, which
were kindly donated by Fountain of Abundance.

“This is a wonderful opportunity for our schools to
receive quality resources which lead to quality
Religious Education” - Miss Lisa Fenton, Senior
Adviser to Schools for Blackburn Diocese Board of
Education
“Alhamdulillah, my special prayers to bring some
valuable Islamic resources for RE classes for
Norfolk have been answered today” – Mr Shan
Barclay, Norfolk SACRE
“This project is the result of a dedicated team of
young professionals who saw a great need for
quality teaching resources for schools. The project
has been well received by schools, parents and
teachers ever since its launch. Society can become
more united by educating our youngsters about
other religions and cultures” – Mr Farrukh Hassan,
Project Manager.

MCB’s 8th Leadership Development Programme
(LDP)
The project’s aim is to develop leaders within the
Muslim Community in Britain.
The programme was recognised by the Institute of
Leadership and Management (ILM). Alongside the
LDP, we ran a Facilitator Development Programme
and also mentored two previous graduates to become
fully trained trainer/ facilitators.

Next year, we are changing the model from eight days
to four days and will be running two programmes, one
in the North West and the other in the South. This
'core' leadership programme will be replicated
wherever possible and the graduates are encouraged
to continue their leadership journey through a series
of master classes. We are also actively pursuing full
accreditation with the ILM.
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Muslim spiritual care provision in the NHS project
and the chaplaincy committee
The MCB continues to play a key role in establishing
and promoting chaplaincy services in different
disciplines and making progress in the work of Muslim
chaplaincy. The Chaplaincy Committee is chaired by
Dr Shuja Shafi, who also the chairs the Muslim
Spiritual Care Provision in the NHS Project Advisory
Committee. The Chaplaincy Committee is composed
of representatives from all four chaplaincy disciplines;
Prison, Defence, Health and University chaplaincy.
On the request of the Ministry of Defence the MCB
has been the accrediting and authorising body of
Muslim chaplains in the MOD. The MCB’s Legal and
Constitutional advisor, Judge Khurshid Drabu CBE, acts
as the Muslim Advisor to the MOD. The MOD’s
Muslim Chaplain, Imam Asim Hafiz, also works closely
with the MCB’s Chaplaincy Committee, addressing the
spiritual care needs of the Muslims serving in the
armed forces.
A special report ‘Remembering the Brave’ was relaunched this year, commemorating the Muslim
contribution to the Armed Forces. This report
received wide appreciation from all sections of the
nation.
Today, the total number of Muslim Chaplains in the
prison service is 203 which include 41 full-time, 70
part-time and 92 sessional chaplains. A good number
were recruited this year to address the
disproportionate number of Muslims in prisons in
comparison to the Muslim population. There are over
10,500 Muslim prisoners - over 10 per cent of the
total prisoners in the country. However, under the
leadership of Mr. Ahtisham Ali, the Prison Service is
attempting to provide spiritual support for the Muslim
inmates.
Additionally, a number of MCB volunteers work as
Muslim Chaplains in universities across the UK another area which the Department of Education is
currently focussing upon.
The Muslim Spiritual Care Provision (MSCP) in the
NHS is creating greater awareness about the need of
Muslim healthcare chaplaincy and is providing training
to Muslim healthcare chaplains and extending help
and support to the hospitals. The MSCP’s
contribution is much appreciated by the Department

of Health and NHS trusts as well as the community.
During the current session the level of co-operation
with the department has substantially increased.

The project was able to make direct or indirect
contributions to the recruitment of eight more part
time Muslim Chaplains and enlisted 18 aspiring
chaplains, provided general awareness training to 45
volunteers. In May 2011, the project held a six day
intensive training course for 13 aspiring chaplains. The
centre piece of the course included a one day
interactive Continuous Professional Development
(CPD) for the serving healthcare chaplains. The course
was attended by 30 participants.
Furthermore, a chaplaincy day course was held at the
MCB office on the 21st of September 2010 to facilitate
aspiring chaplains from the Nigerian and Somali
community as part of the Muslim Spiritual Care
Provision in the NHS, a joint partnership between the
MCB and the NHS.
In addition, the project director, Mr Chowdhury
Mueen Uddin, was also invited to become member of
a Ministerial Advisory Group, chaired by the Minister
of State for Care Services, Mr. Paul Burstow MP. Mr
Uddin was also elected chairman of the Multi Faith
Group for Health Care Chaplaincy (MFGHC) for a two
year term. He has played an important role in the
recruitment and selection process in two hospitals,
visited hospitals and addressed a general chaplaincy
conference and meetings. He is regularly in discussion
with the chaplaincy managers, lead chaplains, hospital
executives and board members regarding the
improvement of Muslim chaplaincy in the UK.
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The Muslim Council of Britain
Summary Financial Report
To the Annual General Meeting
For the year ending 31 March 2011
By the grace of Allah, I am pleased to present the treasurer’s report for the year ending 31 March 2011. As we
conclude the fourteenth year of the MCB, this report sets out the financial position at this important point and sets
out the issues facing the organisation and its long term stability and growth.

Financial summary (previous financial year
figures in brackets)
Our total income for the year was £361,364 (2010 £368,366). Our total expenditure was £365,103
(2010 - £354,875). This results in a net deficit for the
year of £3,738 (2010 – net surplus of £13,491).

Income
Project income received during the year was £164,440
(2010 - £259,944). Affiliate fees amounted to £28,625
(2010 - £20,257). Regular standing orders and one off
donations from individual supporters amounted to
£168,299 compared to £88,165 in 2009-10.

Expenditure
Project expenditure amounted to £190,790 (2010 £278,108). Our core office and staff costs were
£166,837 (2010 - £75,676) and governance costs came
to £7,476 (2010 - £1,091).

Assets & Liabilities
In relation to Assets, the total assets of the MCB, less
its current liabilities, decreased during the year to
£127,816. The total current assets increased to
£178,148 (2010 - £141,980). This includes bank
balances and cash reserves of £78,570 (2009 £82,191). The current liabilities increased to £63,997
(2010 - £34,604).

Acknowledgements, Contributions and Sources
of Funds
The time and effort contributed by our affiliates and
volunteers is the invaluable and unaccountable source
of our support which cannot be valued by figures. The
fees and donations are of course much needed but it
is the benefits-in-kind that make MCB the real
representative of our community in Britain.
The contributions include professional expertise by
secondment of members to work as volunteers for
the MCB providing specialist skills, experiences and
community perspectives, hosting of MCB gatherings
and training programs, promoting MCB events and

projects and providing catering and premises. We
were also fortunate to have a number of interns who
have provided valuable support to our office in a time
of need.
Unlike other state/ public sector and even NGOs many
of our expenses are covered by the individuals who
make up the various committees including the CWC.
This reduces the burden on the organisation as a
whole and is done by everyone knowing that
ultimately our reward will be greater when it is repaid
by the Almighty.
The MCB Charitable Foundation has continued to
provide MCB support for its charitable activities. It has
helped to raise funds for the Books4Schools project
and also paid for the much needed upgrading of our
office IT hardware. Much of the funds have come
from our generous donors and affiliate charities. MCB
Charitable Foundation remains committed to raise
funds for the future funding of our charitable
activities. Once again the Muslim Leadership Dinner
proved a huge success as an event and also as a
source for funding through major sponsorship
bolstered by support from our affiliates and friends.
Even though individual projects can continue to
attract specific donations, our collective fund,
Strengthening Civil Society successfully collected
£23,292 (2010 - £67,392). It incorporates several of
the current MCB projects - Books for Schools (B4S),
the MCB Leadership Development Program (LDP), a
University Research project and Footsteps.
Guided by the Central Working Committees – past and
present –the MCB has always steered clear of seeking
funds for its core activities from any political or
government organisation in order to maintain and
strengthen our independence. For a number of years
MCB has tendered for specific projects and received
funds from government departments and NGOs. This
work in partnership with the funders was done in
pursuance of our objectives to deliver targeted
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benefits and measurable positive outcomes for both
the Muslim community and the community at large.
NHS Spiritual Care is an example where our ability to
deliver and the needs of Government departments
were well matched, and enabled the MCB to provide
much needed community services in line with our
objectives.

we have been unable to exceed our overall
income beyond £500k. Considering our affiliate
base we should be aiming higher and the slow
rate of donations and income is hampering our
growth capability as an organisation. There is
an urgency to increase our resources to include
a permanent Media & Public Relations role to
respond to the high level media interest
generated towards the MCB. We need to
increase our interaction with our community
more effectively to ensure they understand
why the MCB is important to them. This will
then open up opportunities for greater financial
support from the wider community and not just
the affiliates.

MCB has also continued to successfully deliver self
financing projects such as the Leadership
Development Programme.
This year the Finance and General Purposes
Committee (FGPC) agreed to change the 31 March
end of financial accounting year to 31December. This
change will allow us to manage our accounts and
financial reporting more effectively and streamline
the reporting process to the CWC.

2.

An effective fundraising plan is long overdue
and although a draft has been previously
discussed I will ensure that this is in place in
time for the next CWC Inshallah. The plan will
also tie in with the wider Strategic Plan to
ensure consistency in our approach.

3.

In 2010 lot of time and effort was spent on the
re-branding of the MCB and this was placed on
hold for some time. I would hope that we can
re-introduce this again in conjunction with the
re-design of the MCB website.

4.

Despite our efforts neither our affiliate
numbers nor the standing orders have
increased as per our plans. I believe both of
these remain critical issues for our growth and
sustainability and recommend that rather than
depending on the voluntary efforts, suitable
staff be urgently employed for these
campaigns. This will be a worthwhile
investment.

5.

Our long serving Books for Schools Project
Manager, Br Farrukh Hassan, left the MCB in
April 2011 to pursue other initiatives. He was a
valuable member of the MCB staff and
provided support way beyond his role and it
will be difficult to find a similar replacement.

6.

MCB HQ remains an important strategic project
for our long term stability. MCBCF has explored
prospects but no progress has been made to
date. Once again, I believe the next CWC should
ensure that this project is launched, supported
and pursued vigorously.

Since the beginning of the year we have taken
proactive steps to bring in efficiency savings within
the MCB. This has been achieved in many areas some
of which are listed below in brief:
x
x
x

x
x

Savings in the annual insurance premium that
MCB pays
A saving of almost 50% in our storage costs
The audit fee has been kept to a minimum by
eliminating additional work that was required last
year. The additional work was carried out by the
MCB office
Overdue affiliation fees were chased up with
reminders which brought in additional income
The telephone and broadband contract has been
reviewed and will bring in savings quarterly

We have also produced a balanced budget for the
coming year and processes are being put in place for
the review and approval of this budget by the FGPC.

Bank Accounts
The Muslim Council of Britain has had bank accounts
with the HSBC and with the Islamic Bank of Britain.

Challenges for the year ahead
On behalf of CWC would like to make the following
observations and recommendations for the coming
period:
1.

From the budget management aspect I am
pleased to report that the general income
exceeded the core and governance costs
incurred during the year resulting in a net
surplus of £22,611 (2010 - £31,655).. However, I
am still concerned that for a number of years

I would like to end by thanking my colleagues in the
Central Working Committee, particularly, the
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members of Finance and General Purpose Committee,
office bearers and our advisers for their support and
guidance. Sister Unaiza Malik, our Assistant Treasurer,
has taken a leading role in overseeing the
management of our website and IT systems. With
support from Tufael Ahmed we have now migrated
our entire website to a new, more secure system, as
we were constantly under attack from hackers. This
risk has been reduced and we are now moving to the
next phase of revamping the MCB website to bring it
up to a contemporary standard.

Our Executive Manager, Nawaf Ibrahim, has been in
post for one year now and is a fully fledged part of the
MCB family. He has played a significant role in
organising the office environment and delivering the
Leadership Dinner, organising the AGM and
maintaining the accounts on a daily basis. Our bookkeeper and accountant Isam Waddad also deserves a
special commendation. I would also like to give special
thanks to our staff at the office: Br. Mueen, Br.
Shahid, Br. Farrukh, Sr. Laura, Br. Hasib and Sr Nasima
for their support and professionalism.

May Allah forgive us all for our shortcomings and grant us strength and ability to deliver for this Ummah. May He
protect us from those who seek to harm us and may He guide us with those who seek to work with us and support
our cause. Ameen.
Harun Rashid Khan
Treasurer
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THE MUSLIM COUNCIL OF BRITAIN
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
(Incorporating income and expenditure account)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2011

Notes

Restricted

Unrestricted

Total funds

Total funds

Funds

Funds

2011

2010

£

£

£

£

INCOMING RESOURCES

2

-

196,924

196,924

108,422

3

65,095

99,345

164,440

259,944

-----------------65,095
-----------------

------------------296,269
-------------------

------------------361,364
-------------------

------------------368,366
-------------------

69,973
----------------69,973
-----------------

120,817
166,837
7,476
------------------295,130
-------------------

190,790
166,837
7,476
------------------365,103
-------------------

278,108
75,676
1,091
------------------354,875
-------------------

(4,878)

1,139

(3,738)

13,491

12,997
--------------8,119
=======

118,558
------------------119,697
========

131,554
------------------127,816
========

118,064
------------------131,555
========

General income
Project income
Total incoming resources
RESOURCES EXPENDED
Project expenditure
Core costs
Governance costs

4,6
5,6
7

Total resources expended
MOVEMENT IN TOTAL FUNDS FOR
THE YEAR – NET EXPENDITURE/
(INCOME) FOR THE YEAR

Total funds at 1 April 2010
TOTAL FUNDS AT 31 MARCH 2011

13

The Statement of financial activities includes all gains and losses recognised in the year.
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THE MUSLIM COUNCIL OF BRITAIN
BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31 MARCH 2011

2011
Notes

£

2010
£

£

£

FIXED ASSETS

Tangible fixed assets

10

13,665

24,179

CURRENT ASSETS

Stocks
Debtors
Cash at bank

CREDITORS: amounts falling due
within one year

11

12

NET CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT
LIABILITIES

29,025
70,553
78,570
-------------------178,148

33,834
25,955
82,191
-------------------141,980

(63,997)
-------------------

(34,604)
------------------114,151
---------------------

107,376
---------------------

127,816
==========

131,555
==========

8,119
119,697
------------------127,816
=========

12,997
118,558
------------------131,555
=========

CHARITY FUNDS

Restricted Funds
Unrestricted funds
TOTAL FUNDS

13
13

The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Central Working
Committee on 12th June 2011 and signed on their behalf by:

Harun Rashid Khan
Treasurer
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Appendix A
Office Bearers, Board of Councillers, Advisors, Central Working Committee and other Committees Members 2010-2011
Office Bearers
Mr Farooq Murad
Dr Shuja Shafi
Mr Harun Rashid Khan
Dr Salah Beltagui
Dr Faisal Hanjra
Dr Akber Mohamedali
Mrs Unaiza Malik

Secretary General
Deputy Secretary General
Treasurer
Assistant Secretary General
Assistant Secretary General
Assistant Secretary General
Assistant Treasurer

Central Working Committee
Nationally Elected Members
Name
Dr Daud Abdullah
Mr Talha Jamil Ahmad
Mrs Talat Ahmed
Dr Manazir Ahsan
Mr Maqsood Anwar
Dr Muhammad Abdul Bari
Dr Salah Beltagui
Mr Naeem Darr
Dr Reefat Drabu
Dr Faisal Hanjra
Mr Mujibul Islam
Mr Navshir Jaffer
Mr Harun Rashid Khan
Mr Saleem Kidwai
Mr Mohammed Kozbar
Mrs Unaiza Malik
Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra
Dr Akber Mohamedali
Mr Saqeb Mueen
Mr Hasan Mueenuddin
Mr Farooq Murad
Mr Sameh Ramadan
Mr Nasim Aslam Rana
Sir Iqbal Sacranie
Mr Ufuk Secgin
Dr Shuja Shafi

Organisation
An Noor
Da’watul Islam UK & Eire
World Islamic Association of Mental Health
Islamic Foundation
UK Islamic Mission – South Zone
East London Mosque Trust Ltd
Muslim Council of Scotland
Muslim Directory UK
Southampton Al-Nisaa Assocation
The Federation of Students Islamic Societies (FOSIS)
Young Muslim Organisation UK
The Khoja Shia Ithnasheri S London Jamaat
Redbridge Islamic Centre
Muslim Council of Wales
Lebanese Muslim League
Association of Asian Muslim Ladies of North London (Khawateen)
Khazinat Al-‘Ilm
The Council of European Jammats
Tottenham Mosque
Da’watul Islam UK & Eire
Islamic Society of Britain – Leicester Branch
Al Muntada Al Islami Trust
UK Islamic Mission (National)
UK Action Committee on Islamic Affairs
London Islamic Culture and Recreation Society
Islamic and Cultural Society of Harrow

Zonally Elected Members
Mr Misdaq Zaidi
Mr Junaideen Mubarak
Dr Hafez Al-Karmi
Mr Shamim Chowdhury
Dr Sheikh Hojjat Ramzy
Mr Shabir Hussain
Dr Dilder Chowdhury
Mr Yaseer Ahmed
Mr Ghufran Mehmood
Dr Ahmed Helmy
Mr Zubair Malik
Dr Meraj Hasan

South London & Southern England
North London, Beds. & Cambridge
West & Central London, West & South West
East London, Essex & Norfolk
East Midlands (Incl Notts & Derbyshire)
West Midlands
Merseyside, Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale
Preston, Blackburn, Bolton, Burnley
Yorkshire & North East
Northern Ireland
Scotland
Wales

Directly Nominated Members – National
Mr Maroof Adeoye

Council of Nigerian Muslim Organisations
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Mr Nabil Ahmed
Mrs Firdous Arif
Dr Abdel Aziz Belattar
Mr Musleh Faradhi
Ms Samia Hassan
Mr Tassaddaq Hussain
Mr Toufik Kacimi
Mr Shabbir Ahmed Kawsar
Dr Alam Ara Khan
Dr Asad Khan
Mr Mohammed Sarfraz Madni
Mr Ajmal Masroor
Mr Shazid Miah
Dr Mohamed Hussein Mukadam
Mr Irfan Mustafa
Mr Syed Mohamed Naqvi
Mr Irfan Rashid
Mr Munawer Rattansey
Ms Maryam

The Federation of Student Islamic Societies (FOSIS)
The Muslim Women’s Association (UK)
Muslim Association of Britain
Islamic Forum Europe
Muslim Women Society (MWS)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith UK
Muslim Welfare House (London)
Da’watul Islam UK & Eire
Muslim Doctors and Dentists Association
Muslim Students Society UK & Eire
UK Islamic Mission (National)
Islamic Society of Britain (National)
Young Muslim Organisation UK
Association of Muslim Schools
Indian Muslim Federation (UK)
The Council of European Jamaats
Young Muslims UK (Brothers)
The World Federation of KSIMC
Young Muslims UK (Sisters)

Directly Nominated Members - Regional
Mr Ayub Khan
Mr Musharraf Chaudhury
Mr Zuber Hassam
Mr Nozmul Hussain
Mr Mohammed Aslam Ijaz
Mr Hussain Mulla
Mr Rashid-Ahmed Nadat
Dr Ali Salamati
Dr Mohamed Abdalla Yassin

Council of Mosques Tower Hamlets
Southwark Muslim Forum (SMF)
Federation of Muslim Organisations - Leicestershire
Islamic Forum Europe - North Branch
Council of Mosques, London & Southern Counties
Lancashire Council of Mosques
Bolton Council of Mosques (BCOM)
Muslim Council of Scotland (MCS)
Muslim Council of Wales (Cyngor Moslemaidd Cymru)

Co-opted Members
Mr Azad Ali
Mr Abraham Atunrase
Mr Khalid Sofi
Mr AbdoolKarim Vakil
Constitutionally Mandated Committees
Communications & Public Affairs Committee
x Chair – Farooq Murad
x Vice Chair – Saqeb Mueen
x Secretary – Nasima Begum
Finance and General Purpose
x Chair - Harun Rashid Khan
Legal Affairs
x Chair - Khalid Sofi
x Vice Chair - Sabah Al-Mukhtar
x Secretary - Yasmin Husain
Membership
x Chair - Talha J Ahmad
x Vice Chair – [Vacant]
x Secretary - Rashid Ansari
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Research & Documentation
x Chair - Mr AbdoolKarim Vakil
x Vice Chair - Fuad Ali
x Secretary - Laura Stout
Other Committees
Business & Economics
x Chair - Navshir Jaffer
x Vice Chairs - Fazl Syed / Khalid Sharif / Atia Riaz
x Secretary - Arif Zaman
Education
x Chair - Tahir Alam
x Vice Chair - Sheikh Hojjat Ramzy
x Secretary - Shehzad Frank
Europe & International Affairs
x Chair - Dr Muhammad Abdul Bari MBE
x Vice Chair - Unaiza Malik
x Secretary - Rashid Ansari
Health & Food Standards
x Chair - Dr Shuja Shafi
x Vice Chair – [Vacant]
x Secretary – [Vacant]
Inter Faith Relations
x Chair - Dr Manazir Ahsan
x Vice Chair - Dr Abduljalil Sajid
x Secretary - Dr Asad Khan
Mosque & Community Affairs
x Chair - Shaykh Ibrahim Mogra
x Vice Chair – [Vacant]
x Secretary - Yaseer Ahmed
Social & Family Affairs
x Chair - Dr Reefat Drabu
x Vice Chair - Bulbul Ali
x Secretary - Farrukh Hassan
Youth Affairs
x Chair - Mr Mujibul Islam
x Vice Chair - Kawsar Zaman
x Secretary - Lubaaba Al-Azami
Advisors
Mr Iqbal Asaria CBE
Sir Iqbal Sacranie OBE
Judge Khurshid Drabu CBE
Dr Jamil Sherif

Business, Economics and Inter Faith Affairs
Political Strategy
Constitutional Affairs
Strategy
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Appendix B
Press Releases (in descending order)
31 Mar 2011
25 Mar 2011
23 Mar 2011
22 Mar 2011
15 Mar 2011
04 Mar 2011
02 Mar 2011
14 Feb 2011
09 Feb 2011
05 Feb 2011
04 Feb 2011
03 Feb 2011
20 Jan 2011
08 Jan 2011
31 Dec 2010
14 Dec 2010
23 Nov 2010
10 Nov 2010
13 Oct 2010
12 Oct 2010
12 Oct 2010
15 Sep 2010
09 Sep 2010
08 Sep 2010
16 Aug 2010
10 Aug 2010
15 Jul 2010
10 Jul 2010
06 Jul 2010
23 Jun 2010
21 Jun 2010
18 Jun 2010
17 Jun 2010
12 Jun 2010
07 Jun 2010
31 May 2010
17 May 2010
13 May 2010
12 May 2010
07 May 2010
01 May 2010
22 Apr 2010
09 Apr 2010
08 Apr 2010

Actions must be in the interests of the people of the Middle East
The 2011 Budget – A Lost Opportunity to Support New Businesses
MCB Celebrates ‘a confident, self assured and forward-looking Muslim community’
MCB urges YES for the Alternative Vote
British Muslims express sincere condolences to Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami victims
MCB Welcomes Deputy Prime Minister’s Defence of Multiculturalism
MCB Mourns the Passing of Syed Nawazish Bokhari OBE
MCB Responds to Channel 4 Dispatches Documentary: One Incident of Child-Abuse is One Incident Too Many
MCB to Organise International Delegation for the 7th World Islamic Economic Forum
Shared National Identity Should Not Be Seen Through the Lens of Security - MCB Responds to Prime Minister’s
Munich Speech
MCB Offers Support for Luton before EDL March this Weekend
World Inter Faith Harmony Week, ‘the most practical vehicle to achieve religious harmony’: MCB
MCB Welcomes Baroness Warsi’s Comments
MCB Welcomes Conviction of Sex Offenders but Urges Caution on Racialising Crimes
New Year Message from the Secretary General
Stockholm Bombing Condemned by Muslim Community
MCB Launches 'Celebrating Faith' Brochure for This Year's Interfaith Week Celebration
Remembering the Muslim contribution to Britain's Armed Forces
MCB Celebrates Outstanding Work of Youth Organisations – Young Muslim Beacon Awards 2010
Launch of BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS in Blackburn Cathedral
Lord Browne's Recommendations May Disproportionately Strike the BME Communities within Britain
MCB Welcomes His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI on Historic Visit to the UK
MCB Condemns Hate-filled Plans to Burn Qur'an
Eid Message: British Muslims Celebrate Eid After a Spiritual and Generous Ramadan
Time to act now: MCB Urges Increased Support for Aid Efforts in Flood-Stricken Pakistan
Muslims Begin a Month of Fasting
MCB Welcomes Review of Anti-terror Measures
Remembering Srebrenica Genocide Day
Let us Honour the Victims of 7/7 by Keeping Our Society Open
Children Deserve to Know About All Faiths
Muslim Council of Britain Elects New Leadership and Pledges to Build Alliances
Zakir Naik Exclusion Order a Serious Error of Judgement
MCB Annual General Meeting to Elect New Leadership
MCB Congratulates British Muslims Named in Queen's Honours List
Communities Come Together to Promote Interfaith Understanding Through Education
MCB Calls on UK Foreign Secretary to Condemn Israeli Attack on Aid Convoy
Joint Community Effort to Promote Interfaith Understanding Through Education
MCB Leads International Delegation to Promote Trade and Exchange Ideas at the 6th World Islamic Economic
Forum
MCB Welcomes New Government and the Prospect of a New Politics
A Momentous Day for British Politics
MCB welcomes community's unprecedented interest in general election
Network MCB - MCB Newsletter Issue 5
Faith Groups Speak with one Voice Against Far-Right Ahead of General Election
British Muslim Religious Leaders Urge Community to Vote on 6 May
MCB Responds to Shocking News That Replica Mosques are Being Used as Army Firing Targets
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Appendix C
MCB Affiliates 2010-2011
National Affiliates
Association of Muslim Schools
Council of Nigerian Muslim Organisations
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire
Indian Muslim Federation (UK)
Islamic Forum Europe
Islamic Society of Britain (National)
Jama'at Ahle Sunnat UK
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith UK
Jamiat-e-Ulema Britain
Muslim Association of Britain
Muslim Association of Britain - Youth (MAB Youth)
Muslim Doctors and Dentists Association
Regional Affiliates
Bolton Council of Mosques (BCOM)
Confederation of Sunni Mosques Midlands
Council of Mosques Tower Hamlets
Council of Mosques, London & Southern Counties
Federation of Muslim Organisations - Leicestershire
Islamic Forum Europe - North Branch
Local Affiliates
Aalami Majlise Tahaffuze Khatme Nubuwwat
Abdullah Quilliam Society
Abrar Islamic Foundation
Abu Hurairah Academy
Ahlulbayt Islamic Mission (AIM)
Aisha Mosque & Islamic Centre (Walsall)
Al Muntada Al Islami Trust
Al Mustafa Trust International
Al-Asr Scholastic Research Estb.
Albarakat Walfare Trust
Al-Furqan Charity Trust
Al-Hidayah Association
Al-Hijra Somali Community
Al-Hijrah Trust
Al-Huda Cultural Centre & Mosque
Al-Jamiah Al-Islamiyah (Darul Uloom Lancs)
Al-Mahdi Institute
Al-Muttaqiin
Alnoor Cultural & Educational Trust
Al-Risala Education Trust
Al-Zaitoona Arabic School
An Noor
Anjuman-e-Farogh-e-Aza
Anjuman-e-Ja'fariyya, Muslim Community of Watford
Anjuman-e-Saifee
Ansar Finance Group
Anwar-e-Madina Mosque & School Trust
Arab Lawyers Association
Arqam Foundation
Ar-Rahman Academy of Cultural and Religious Activities
Assoc. of Muslim Teachers and Lecturers
Association of British Hujajj (Pilgrims)

Muslim Welfare House (London)
Muslim Women Society (MWS)
The Council of European Jamaats
The Federation of Students Islamic Societies (FOSIS)
The Muslim Women's Association (UK)
The World Federation of KSIMC
The World Islamic Mission
UK Islamic Mission (National)
UK Turkish Islamic Association
Young Muslim Organisation UK
Young Muslims UK (Brothers)
Young Muslims UK (Sisters)

Lancashire Council of Mosques
Muslim Council of Scotland (MCS)
Muslim Council of Wales (Cyngor Moslemaidd Cymru)
Southwark Muslim Forum (SMF)
Union of Muslim Organisations - Walsall

Association of Islamic Teachers UK (AIT)
Association of Muslim Lawyers
Association of Muslim Professionals
Association of Muslim Researchers
Association of Muslims With Disabilities
Assunnah Islamic Centre
Azan Community Services Association
Azhar Academy
Azmat-e-Islam Mosque
Baitul-Aman Islamic Mission
Balham Mosque
Barnet Muslim Forum
Battersea Mosque
Bazme Tolu-e-Islam, London
Bedford International Islamic Society
Belfast Islamic Centre
Birmingham Central Mosque
Blackburn Council of Mosques
Blackburn Muslim Association
Bolton Muslim Welfare Trust
Bosnia - Herzegovina Islamic Centre
Bradford Muslim Welfare Society
Brent Islamic Circle
Brighton Islamic Mission
Brighton Mosque & Muslim Community Centre
Bristol Islamic Schools Trust
British Muslim Association of Merton
Brondesbury College For Boys
Burmese Muslim Association
Caribbean Islamic Association
Central Jamia Masjid (Southall)
Central Jamia Masjid (Wakefield)
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Central Jamia Mosque Ghamkol Sharif
Central Mosque Blackpool
Community Care Management Ltd.(CCM)
Council of Indian Muslims
Council of Islamic Affairs, Blackburn
Coventry Cross Mosque & Islamic Comm. Centre
Croydon Mosque & Islamic Centre
Daarul Jannah Community Centre & Masjid
Dar Alarqam Centre and Doha Mosque
Dar Uloom Al-Arabiya Al-Islamiya (Bury)
Darul Ummah Jame Masjid
Darus Salam Mosque (Leicester Mosque Trust)
Daubhill Muslim Society
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Bethnal Green Branch)
Da'watul Islam Uk & Eire (Birmingham Branch)
Da'watul Islam Uk & Eire (Bristol Branch)
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Dockland Branch)
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Manchester Branch)
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Redbridge Branch)
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Shadwell Branch)
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Swansea Branch)
Da'watul Islam UK & Eire (Walthamstow Women's Branch)
Da'watul Islam Youth Group
Dudley Muslim Association
Dulwich Islamic Centre
Dundee Islamic Society
East London Mosque Trust Ltd
Edmonton Islamic Centre
Education Aid
Elland Mosque Association
Epsom & Ewell Islamic Society
Europe Trust
European Institute Of Human Science
Friends of Al-Aqsa
Gardens of Peace, Muslim Cemetery Trust
Gulzar-e-Madina Mosque
Halal Consumers Ltd
Halal Monitoring Committee Ltd
Hanafi Sunni Muslim Circle - UK
Haringey Islamic Trust
Harlesden Ummah
Harrow Central Mosque
Harrow Islamic Society
Hendon Mosque & Islamic Centre
Hinckley Muslim Association
Horn Stars SC
Hounslow Jamia Masjid
Human Appeal International
Human Relief Foundation (Main)
Husayni Madrasah
Ibn Rushd Society
Ilford Islamic Centre Ltd
Immigrants Funeral Society
Imperial College Islamic Society
Indian Muslim Association
Indian Muslim Patel Society
Indian Muslim Welfare Society
Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance
International Forum For Islamic Dialogue
International Institute of Kashmir Studies

International Khatme-e-Nubuwwat Mission
Interpal Palestinians Relief and Development Fund
Iqra Institute Oxford
Iqra International
Iqra Trust
Islam Expo Ltd
Islamia Schools Trust
Islamic & Cultural Society of Harrow
Islamic Academy
Islamic Association of North London
Islamic Centre
Islamic Centre Milton Keynes
Islamic Centre, Birmingham
Islamic College for Advanced Studies
Islamic Community Centre, Tottenham
Islamic Computing Centre
Islamic Cultural Centre & Education Battersea
Islamic Education Trust (Masjid Al-Falah)
Islamic Educational & Recreational Institute
Islamic Forum Europe - Bradford
Islamic Forum Europe - Loughborough Branch
Islamic Forum Europe - Manchester Branch
Islamic Forum Europe - South Branch
Islamic Forum Europe (London)
Islamic Forum Europe (Luton)
Islamic Forum Europe (West Midland Branch)
Islamic Forum Europe Oldham
Islamic Foundation
Islamic Foundation for Ecology & Environmental Science
Islamic Relief (London)
Islamic Relief Agency (ISRA) (Birmingham)
Islamic Resource Centre
Islamic Shariah Council
Islamic Society (Coventry)
Islamic Society of Britain - Birmingham Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Bradford Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Glasgow Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Halifax Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Leicester Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Luton Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Manchester Branch
Islamic Society of Britain - Sheffield Branch
Islamic Students Society (U.W.S)
Islington Islamic Centre
Jame Mosque (Leicester)
Jami Mosque and Islamic Centre
Jamia Masjid (Blackburn)
Jamia Mosque (Hansdworth Islamic Centre)
Jamia Musjid (Doncaster)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Bradford)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Derby)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Dewsbury)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Leytonstone)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Maidstone)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Redhill)
Jamiat Ahl-e-Hadith (Skipton)
Jamiat Ittehadul Muslimin (The Islamic Centre)
Jamiate Nizame Islam
Jamiatul Ummah Secondary School
Jamiatul Ummah Sixth Form College
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JAN Trust
Karima Institute
Kashmir Council For Human Rights
Khawateen (Association of Asian Muslim Ladies of North
London)
Khazinat Al-'Ilm
Kingston Muslim Association (Kingston Jamia Mosque)
Kosova Islamic Centre U.K.
KSI Muslim Community of Milton Keynes
KSIMC of Birmingham
KSIMC of London
Kurdish Association in Britain
Ladybridge Muslim Society
Lebanese Muslim League
Leeds Grand Mosque
Lewisham Islamic Centre
Leytonstone Islamic Association
London Guildhall University Islamic Society
London Islamic Culture and Recreation Society (LICARS)
London School of Economics Islamic Society
M.A. Al-Kharafi Islamic Centre
MADE (Muslim Agency for Development and Enterprise) in
Europe
Madinatul Uloom & Islamic Centre
Madinatul Uloom Al-Islamiyah
Madni Jamia Masjid & Islamic Centre
Madressa Alarabia Alislamia
Majlis Sautul Quraan
Majlis Ulama-e-Shia (Europe)
Makki Masjid (Sheffield)
Manchester Islamic Schools Trust
Markazi Mosque & Islamic Centre
Markazul-Uloom Al-Islamiyya
Masjid Al Hidayah
Masjid and Madrasah Al-Tawhid
Masjid Noor (Huddersfield)
Masjid Tauheedul Islam
Masjid Umar/ Evington Muslim Centre
Masjid-e-Anisul Islam
Masjid-e-Falah, Preston Muslim Society
Masjid-e-Irfan
Masjid-e-Rizwan Mosque
Masjid-e-Sajedeen
Masjid-e-Saliheen
Masjid-e-Usman (Huddersfield)
Mauritian Islamic Welfare Association
Mayfair Islamic Centre
Memon Association (Leicester)
Memon Association UK
Mosque & Islamic Centre (Edinburgh)
Mount Pleasant Islamic Trust
Muath Trust / Bordesley Centre
Mushkil Aasaan
Muslim Aid
Muslim Association of Bradford (Central Mosque)
Muslim Association of Nigeria (UK)
Muslim Burial Council of Leicestershire
Muslim Community and Education Centre (Palmer's Green
Mosque)
Muslim Community Centre

Muslim Council of Southampton
Muslim Cultural Heritage Centre Trust (Al Manar)
Muslim Directory
Muslim Education Centre
Muslim Educational Consultative Committee
Muslim Educational Trust (London)
Muslim Enterprise Development Service (MEDS)
Muslim Hands
Muslim Heritage Trust
Muslim Information Centre
Muslim Investment Corporation Ltd
Muslim Khoja Shia Ithna-Asheri Community of Leicester
Muslim Shia Ithna-Asheri Jamaat of Essex
Muslim Sisters Jamaat
Muslim Solidarity Committee
Muslim Teachers' Association
Muslim Welfare Association of Vale of Glamorgan
Muslim Welfare Board
Muslim Welfare House (Durham)
Muslim Welfare House (Glasgow)
Muslim Welfare House (Newcastle)
Muslim Welfare House (Sheffield)
Muslim Welfare Institute
Muslim World League
Muslim Youth Helpline
Muslim Youth Skills (MYS)
Muslimaat UK
Narborough Road Islamic Centre
Nasserpuria Memon Association UK
Neeli Mosque & Islamic Centre
Newcastle Central Mosque Masjid Al Tawhid
Newham North Islamic Association
Northern Ireland Muslim Family Association (NIMFA)
Nuneaton Muslim Welfare & Cultural Assoc
Omar Welfare House
Paigham-e-Islam Trust
Pakistan Association - Leicestershire
Pakistan Association Liverpool
Pakistan Workers Association
Palestinian Forum in Britain
Palestinian Return Centre
Peace by Peace Charity
Preston Muslim Girls High School
Preston Muslim Society - Jamea Mosque
Preston Muslim Society - Masjid-e-Salaam
Preston Muslim Society, Quwwatul Islam Masjid
Quranic Study Circle
Rahman International
Raza Islamic Educational & Cultural Centre
Reading Muslim Council
Redbridge & Chigwell Muslim Association
Redbridge Islamic Centre
Redbridge Muslim Womens Social Group
Renaissance Readers Club UK
Save Chechnya Campaign Ltd
Seaheaven Islamic Community
Seerah Foundation
Shah Jahan Mosque (Woking)
Shah Poran Masjid and Islamic Centre Trust
Sheikh Abdullah Foundation (The)
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Shia Ithna Ashri Islamic Centre
Shia Ithna-Asheri Community of Middx (SICM)
Shropshire Islamic Foundation
Solihull Muslim Community Association (SMCA)
Somali Speakers Association
Somali Welfare Centre
Somali Women's Group
South London Mosque & Islamic Centre
Southampton Al-Nisaa Association
Southampton Medina Mosque Trust
Southwark Muslim Women's Association
Sri Lanka Islamic (UK) Association Trust
Sri Lanka Muslim Congress UK
Sri Lankan Islamic Forum UK
Sri Lankan Muslim Cultural Centre UK
Stevenage Muslim Community Centre
Surrey Heath Muslim Association
Sutton Islamic Centre
Ta Ha Publishers Ltd.
Takaful Trust
Taleem Trust/Muslim Network (Scotland)
Tauheedul Islam Girls' High School
Tawak'kuliah Islamic Society
Teebah
The Association of Muslim Governors
The Brighton and Hove Muslim Forum (BHMF)
The Charity Network
The European Academy for Islamic Studies
The International Qirat and Naat Association Blackburn UK
The Islamic Association of Lincoln
The Islamic Centre & Leicester Central Mosque
The Khoja Shia Ithnasheri South London Jamaat
The Liverpool Islamic Institute and Mosque
The Muslim Khoja Shia Ithna-Asheri Community of
Peterborough
The Popda Society
The Wharf Muslim Association
The Young Muslims (Birmingham)
Tottenham Mosque
Turkish Students Welfare Charity
UK Action Committee on Islamic Affairs
UK Care For Children
UK Islamic Council
UK Islamic Education Waqf
UK Islamic Mission (Birmingham Central)
UK Islamic Mission (Bradford)
UK Islamic Mission (Burnley)
UK Islamic Mission (Cardiff)
UK Islamic Mission (East Ham) & Masjid Bilal
UK Islamic Mission (Glasgow North)
UK Islamic Mission (Glasgow South)
UK Islamic Mission (Hull)

UK Islamic Mission (Keighley)
UK Islamic Mission (Leicester)
UK Islamic Mission (Liverpool)
UK Islamic Mission (Luton)
UK Islamic Mission (Manchester North)
UK Islamic Mission (Oldham)
UK Islamic Mission (Peterborough)
UK Islamic Mission (Rochdale)
UK Islamic Mission (Sheffield)
UK Islamic Mission (South Birmingham)
UK Islamic Mission (Walsall)
UK Islamic Mission (Wolverhampton)
UK Islamic Mission Midland Zone
UK Islamic Mission North Zone
UK Islamic Mission Scotland Zone
UK Islamic Mission South Zone
UKIM ( Manchester South)
UKIM (Ibrahim Mosque, Plaistow)
UKIM (Madina Masjid Nelson)
UKIM (Masjid & Islamic Centre, B'ham)
UKIM (Masjid Noor, Blackburn)
UKIM (Nelson Branch)
UKIM (New Malden Ladies Circle)
UKIM Jamia Mosque
UKIM West London Islamic Centre
Ummah Welfare Trust
Union of Muslim Families (UK)
United Islamic Association
United Somali Benadir Council
Utrujj Foundation
Waaberi Community Development Association (WACODA)
Waltham Forest Noor Ul Islam Trust
Waqf Al-Birr Educational Trust
Warrington Islamic Association
Watford Mosque & Welfare Association
Wessex Shia Ithna Asheri Jamaat
Wimbledon Mosque
Winchester Muslim Cultural Association
Women's Relief
World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY)
World Islamic Association of Mental Health
World Islamic Forum UK
World Islamic Foundation
World Islamic Mission (Glasgow)
World Islamic Mission (Midlands)
Worthing Islamic Society
York Mosque & Islamic Centre (UKIM)
Young Muslim Organisation (Manchester)
Young Muslim Organisation (Oldham)
Young Muslim Organisation UK (Sunderland)
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The Muslim Council of
Britain
is
a
national
representative
Muslim
umbrella body with over 500
affiliated national, regional
and local organisations,
mosques, charities and
schools. The MCB is pledged
to work for the common
good of society as a whole;
encouraging
individual
Muslims
and
Muslim
Organisations to play a full
and participatory role in
public life.

The Muslim Council of Britain, P.O. Box 57330, London, E1 2WJ
E: admin@mcb.org.uk T: +44 (0)845 26 26 786 F: +44 (0)207 247 7079
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